Publishers lbm and
By RYAN DAVIS
EDITOR IN CHEF /
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"Basically, we ju st did what we
thought newspaper reporters were
supposed to do. That's what we
were taught to do and we wouldn't
know how to stop even if we wanted

'to;""said-rParGishrwho along -with
her hu-band Tom. has owned and
published the Mountain Eagle newspaper in Whitesburg, Ky. since 1957.
-In more than 40 years with the
paper/the Gishes have tackled issues
ranging from serious problems in
local schools to corruption in the
coal industry.The reception to their
courageous reporting has not always
been cordial, and has taken such
forms as boycotts, death threats, and
a firebombing attack on their office
in 1974.
But the couple has persevered
and continues to publish the
Mountain Eagle. Tonight at 8 p.m. in
Lorimer Chapel, they will receive
the prestigious Elijah Parish Lovejoy
Award in recognition of their contributions to journalism.
Mr. and Mrs. Gish met in a
Spanish class at the University of
Kentucky. At the time, Mrs. Gish
was majoring iii jo urnalism and was
the editor of the University's student
newspaper. Mr. Gish subsequently

switched his major to j otirnalism.-^
After graduating, they both
began working as proofreaders at
the Lexington Reader and worked
their way up to positions as
reporters. Later, Mr. Gish got a j ob as
a reporter and bureau manager for
UPI covering state government in
Frankfort,— and -had-an-office -in -the
capitol building. .;
"Eventually, though, I kind of got
burned out," he said. "I wanted to
do something-else."
—_The coup le decided to move back
to _he-eoal-mining-area Mi, Gish
grew up in arid bought the
Mountain Eagle, a small weekly
newspaper founded in 1907. v
"We had no idea what we were
getting into," Mrs. Gish said with a
laugh. "But we knew our opinions
wouldn't be shared by many. And
we've been in trouble ever since,"
One of the first issues the
Mountain Eagle covered during
their stewardship was the devastation of the coal industry following a
flood . Fifteen thousand people lost
their j obs, many mines were shut
down and according to Mr. Gish,
"food and shelter became a big issue.
There were incidents of people actually starving to death and freezing to
death."
The Mountain Eagle attempted to

combat-th- problem of-severe-poyer-ty by v raising awareness of it. "We
just set about writing and reporting
abput what we saw," said Mr. Gish. .'
"We sipent much of our time hying
to help the. country see the situation
around here-"
Their dedication to the paper is
shov*mbyJv_rs_.Gish's.d__m-that.."alL
our kids helped out. They slept on
mailbags when we had to be down
here late. We had a few babies after
we came down here and they came
in their baskets early on. We've had
a family operation-all the-way."— —
In attempting to report on the
economic situation in eastern
Kentueky, the Gishes thought it
would be logical to attend and
report on city council meetings.
However, most local government
agencies we_e closed and secretive
and not used to being reported on.
Nearly all of them parsed resolutions banning the Mountain Eagle
from meetings.
"That didn't do it," said Mrs.
Gish. "We went anyway." Their articles were initially met with suspicion from a reading public unaccustomed to hard-hitting investigative
journalism. But attitudes changed
once people realized the good the
.-. ¦• '
Gishes were doing.
"Eventually, readers not onl y

Tom and Pat Gish, winners of the Lovejoy award this year.
generally accepted our reporting,
they came to demand it," said Mr.
Gish. "If we didn't cover an event,
we'd get a lot of complaints."
As the years went by, the situation in coal country only got worse.
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"Then along came strip mining,"
Mr. Gish said. This newly invented
process involved bulldozing rocks,

"The industry basically collapsed,"
Mr. Gish said. Some miners were
working for as little as two dollars a
day, mine safety was terrible and
black lung claimed the lives of thousands and thousands of miners.

See LOVEJOY continued
on page 2

Dale warns against prejudice, discrimination

By GAVIN O'BRIEN

FEATURES EDITOR

Former Boy Scout James Dale,
,who was dismissed from the organization in 1990 because he is gay,
fc spoke Monday on democracy, disr
crimination against gays, and the
future of civil rights ur America. A
current resident of_ New Yoyk City,
Dale reflected on the recent .en_ - ist__
attacks and how Americans can best
respond in a positive way.
He expressed the need to "savor
• why we're here and what we stand
for as a democracy" by finding a
common-.ground .between citizens..
and resisting the urge to place expectations or assumptions upon others
that would devalue their self-worth. **
"Focus on discrimination within
our towns,our families, and within
# our hearts," he said. "We will never

win a war abroad if we can't confront our own demons."
Dale sees the fear the US is currently suffering from in the wake Of
the attacks, the reluctance to resume
their lives again, as similar to the
"challenge' gays and lesbians face
every day." He urged everyone to
protect demoa-cy ~by hot allowing
inequality to exist in the country.
"Gay civil rights are civil ri ghts."
Despite the warning call and his
lost case in the U.S. Supreme Court
against the Boy Scouts, Dale showed
great optimism for the future. He
referred to statements made following the ..terrorist attacks b y Jerry
Falwell and Pat R-bertson, who
claimed that increased acceptance of
gays and other groups was partl y
responsible for the attack because it
caused an angry God to "lift his veil
of protection and give us what we

probabl y deserve." Dale said that
their views represent "the road of
the past, not the road of the future."

Dale considers ' the Supreme
Court decision upholding the Boy
Scouts' policy of excluding homo-

sexuals to be a partial success
because peop le are still talking about
and debating the verdict, and questioning the practices of the Boy
Scouts.
He cited several examples of people he considered-heroes in the after:
math of the Sept.11attacks, who disregarded differences to save lives.
Ttrs not the way that it should Be (in
America), but if s getting better," he
said. "You have to believe that."
He also looked positively upon
the focus of conversation regarding
gay and lesbian discrimination and
prejudice. The American Medical
Association, for example, stated that
such discrimination contributes to
the high rate of suicide and drug
abuse among young lesbians and
gays. Discrimination "is an issue for
young people, and it's something I
struggled with," said Dale.

Many organizations, such as the
4-H Club/Girl Scouts, and the Boys'
and Girls' Clubs have been clearly
anti-discriminatory. Dale cautioned,
however, about charities like the Red
Cross, United Way, and Salvation
Army that have been biased against
homosexuals in the past.
Dale also warned against divisions within the gay community.He
sees an "us vs. them" mentality
developing, where certain groups
consider themselves more worthy of
civil rights than others, or show hostility toward non-gays. .
"Our enemies will always be
those who don't understand or support equality for all people," he said.
Responding to questions on the
legal j ustification for the Supreme
Court's decision, Dale stated that the
"freedom of association" argument
wasn't sound. Since Boy .Scoti.-dis-

crimination against gays is not
explicitly expressed and is not an
agreed-upon principle of the organization, such bias is not acceptable.
The Boy Scouts should not, he;
said, be compared to the Ku Klux'
Klan or other extremist groups in.
terms of their right to freedom of
association since the goals and tenets'
of the two groups are very different.
On how to enact change in people's attitudes .toward gays and lesbians, Dale noted that politicians
and others change their opinions
"not because of opinion polls but
because of events in their personal
lives." Being friendly and open to all
people despite their hostile views
toward others may result in greater
understanding and foster personal
connections between different
groups.

Presidents' Council opposes
Bro takes to WMHB airwaves Tuesday
revision of diversity requirement By RYAN DAVIS

By LIZ BOMZE

ASSISTANT NEWS EDI TOR
On Monday, Presidents' .Council
took a vote to determine support or
opposition of a motion to alter the
diversity requirement. The motion,
as presented by Piper Hall President
Kearney Shanahan '01, read:
"President's Council endorse(s) the
proposed charges to the Diversity
Requirement as put forth by the
Academic
Affairs
20p0-2001

Committee , "

The motion failed b y a vote of 129 and as a result of this vote, SGA
will not support the requirement's
alteration. However, the final decision belongs to the faculty. While
SGA can present its vote, it will not
directl y affect the ultimate verdict.
, The proposal for revision commenced in 1998 when many minority students at Colb y held a sit-in in
former President William R. Colter 's
office to express their disp leasure
and concern with the lack of attention given to issues of diversity on
campus,
As a result of the .sit-in, the Task
Force on Institutional Racism and
the Multicultural Affairs Committee
(MAC) were created to specificall y
address multicultural issues on cam-

pus, including the reexamination of
the diversity requirement.
Oyer the past three years, several
movements and proposals were
made to address the diversity
requirement. According to the proposal from the Academic Affairs
Committee (AAC), the Task Force
recommended that the faculty revisit the diversity requirement. It asked
that the requirement be changed to
include courses that focus on "systems of privilege and oppression
with regard to race,;ethnicity, class,
gender, and sexual orientation."
On May 9, the AAC sent a proposal to the faculty for the "Revision
of (the) Diversity Requirement to
Social Justice in the United States
and International Diversity." In it,
the AAC proposed that the requirement be expanded to require two
classes,
Social
and
Justice
International Diversity, rather than
j ust one "diversity " class as is currently the case.
The Social Justice requirement
would oblige students "to pass one
cou rse centrall y concerned with (a)
historical conditions or cultural and
political practices and processes that
institutionalize structure s of power,
privilege, and oppression in the
United States, or (b) aspects of the

cultu re and experiences of people(s)
in the United States adversely affected by the cultural and politica l practices of this country."
The International Diversity
requirement is nearl y identica l to
that of the current diversity requirement. It would require that students
"pass one course centrall y concerned wi th how. diversities among
peoples outside of the United States
have contributed to the richness of
human experience...those that (a)
focus on history, perspectives, or
culture of non-Western peoples or
on a culture whose origins lie outside of the European traditions; (b)
focus on issues and/ or theories of
ethnicity, gender, or class as these
may be found anywhere outside of
the United States; of (c) examine the
nature, history, and workings of
prejudice as experienced by nny
group outside of the United States,"
Xhe AAC also stated that "no
course may fulfill both the Social
Justice and the Intcrnntionnl
Diversity requirement. Like the current Diversity requirement , both of
these new requirements could also
fulfill another area requirement."

See DIVERSITY
continued on page 3

WITCHES:

BEEZLEBUBS:

The C.I.R.C.L.E. spon sored a discussion on
Wicca and witches.
See page 4.

Tuf ts a capella group
perf orms at Colbyettes
invitational' .
See page 8.
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"Uncommon Sense"
"Vast Wasteland"...W1„_„

EDITOR IN CHIEF

Over the past year of his term,
some students have complained
that Presiden t William D. "Bro"
Adams isn 't available enough
around campus. To hel p change
thisiperception..and facilitate dialogue, between students and
administrators, Adams will be
interviewed live on WMHB on
Tuesday, Oct. 16. The interview
will be conducted by WMHB
reporters Todd Bergstrom '02' and
Patrick Benton '05 from 6-7 p.m.
Adams has placed no ground
rules on the interview and will
welcome questions on any top ic.
The first half hour of the interview
will consist of question askea 'b y
Benton and Bergstrom based on
conversations they've had will fellow students.
After thnt, the phone lines will
be opened and anyone will be able
to call in and grill the president,
Questions sent by email prior to
the interview will also be rertd on
the air.
"It 's a good way to get in touch
with Bro," Bergstrom said, "We
will have a full and undivided
hour with him. "
According to Bergstrom , some
of the issues that may be dis-

cussed include pending changes
to the diversity and wellness
requirement, the future of Colby 's
alcohol policy and Adams' handling of the swastika incident in
the Pub, which some have comp lained was ineffective.
. "It's going to be pretty off-thecuff ," Bergstrom said. "He-doesn 't
know what he's going to get hit

views and things like that, but
never the president of the
College."
Questions will be taken
throughout the interview b y
(x3348)
and
email
p hone
(wmhb@colby.edu), and will be
anonymous unless students wish
to give their name.
"Say he says something (during
the course of the interview) and
you want to react to it,"
L'Heureux, said. "You'll be able to
call in during the event and do
that."
The WMHB website will also
be broadcasting the interview livd
throughout the world , so parents
and alumni will also be able to ask
questions.
\ ¦>
The interview marks another
step in Adams' plan to become
increasingly visible on campus.
Starting earlier this year, he has
been having lunch forums with a
few dorms each week to get their
views about issues facing the col¦
.
lege.
,
The WMHB interview will provide one of the firs t large-scale
opportunities for the student bod y
to ask questions directl y to the
president since he took office last
fall.
"I'm reall y p leased he could
join us," Bergstrom said.

with ."
The open forum was suggested
to station manager Lee L'Heureux
'03 by Dean of Students Janice
Kassman and Director of Student
Activities Lisa Plume Hallcn.
"The asked us if we thought it
would be a good idea," L'Heureux
said. "And we thought it was a
great idea. We've had band inter-

GHOST:
Kate CarrollgivesSteve
. Buscemi's "Ghost World"
a glowingreview.
Seep a g e9.
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The Colby Echo is a weekly newspaper published by the students of Colby
College on Thursday of each week the College is in session.
. . •
. LETTERS
¦ The Echo encourages letters from its readers, especially those within the
immediate community. Letters should not exceed 400 words and must pertain to
a current issue or topic at Colby. Letters are due by Sunday at midnigHFfor publication the same week. Letters should be typed and must be signed and include
an address or phone number. The Echo will not/under any circumstances, print
an unsigned letter.
If possible, please submit letters in Microsoft Word or text format either on
3.5" disk or via e-mail at echo@coIby.edu. The Echo reserves the right to edit all
submissions.
'¦
. , -- .' E DITORIALS
The Editorials are the official opinion of the paper. Opinions expressed in the
individual columns, advertising and"featu.es are those of the author, not of the
"; " ' . '
-Echo.
' ¦ ¦ . ' . ¦ • ' ' ' ' . ¦'
CONTACT Us
For information oh publication dates or to contact us about submitting an
article, please call us at (207)872-3349 or x3349 on campus.
For questions about advertising and business issues, please call (207)8723786, e-mail echoads@colbv.edu. or fax 12071872-3555,
207 » 872 » 3349
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SOAR fomm discusses raclsrti
after the terrorist attacks
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FEATURES EDITOR

was seen as a defense of white privilege that is now threatened by terrorism.
Many people attending the discussion have noticed surprising changes

On Oct. 2, a SOAR discussion entitled "United We Stand?" was held in
the Pugh Center. Its purpose was to
facilitate a discussion on unity, difference, and responses to the events of
OTHERS SAW THE
Sept. 11. About twenty students
attended the meeting, which was led
UNIFICATIONS OB
by Ryan Swank '03.
AMERICA AS SUPERThose attending the meeting then
reflected on the terrorist attacks and
FICIAL AND BASED
the recent surge of patriotism many
have been seeing around campus and
ON FEAR RATHER
elsewhere.- Some were concerned that
thos_e_displaying iflags : and patriotic THAN A DESIRE TO
messages in response to the terrorist
RESLOLVE DIFFERattacks were not conscious of the
ENCES WITHIN THE
meaning behind those symbols and
were merely following the popular
COUNTRY
'
' .; ¦
* M/.
*
sentiment. .
Others saw the unification of
America as superficial and based on among friends following the Sept. 11
fear-rather tKa_ a desire to resolve dif- attacks. Those who were once friendly
ferences within the country. Several and compassionate now show hasty
students commented on the sharp judgment, hatred, and prejudice
divisions that are still present in toward Muslims and other groups
America despite the perception that it they deem responsible for the attacks.
is one united country.
The media response to the attacks
One person observed that the was also discussed. Some were conattacks had such an influence on cerned that the media has become
Americans because they threatened completely focused on retaliation
the privileged white class that is nor- against the terrorists, without any
mally protected from violence and a coverage of alternate points of view or
lack of security. The push to retaliate of other significant events occurring at
- .

- .-j— _

¦

the same time. The question was
raised as to who will be fi ghting this
war, considering that military enrollment of minorities has been substantially higher than that of whites.
' Toward the end of the discussion, a
studenLpoiflted out that despite the
talk' of unification and defending
against racism, those at the meeting
were sitting with members of the
sanfe race or skin color. Several students gave emotional , responses to
this observation, saying that muiticulturalism doesn't mean an even mixing
or homogenization of cultures. This
discussion continued until the end of
the meeting, and involved a variety of
viewpoints concerning the significance of the racial separation and
whether or not it indicated any barriers' to understanding. ..
Also at the meeting- various activities were planned, including one on
Monday, Oct. 3 that coincided with
Columbus Day.A video was shown in
the student center and brown ribbons
were distributed "in remembrance of
the complete picture of Columbus,"
according, to Swank.
SOAR is also planning to follow a
number of other clubs at Colby by
purchasing a communal bicycle for
any student to use around campus.

Congressional hopeful speaks at Colby

Democratic congressional candida te Sean Faircloth spoke at Colb y on Sunday.
the northeast, meaning that they Others to speak out against what they
By KAITLIN McCAFFERTY
could
go to either the Democratic or feel is wrong. "Get out and speak out
NEWS EDITOR
Republican party nominee. "One race and stand up. Discuss and continue
• The Colby democrats sponsored a can determine who the house speak- to discuss how you feel the situation
lecture by Sean Faircloth on Oct. 7 in er is," said Faircloth .
"Waterville is in a pivotal position
the Pugh Center to about fi fteen stubecause
it is adjacent to the second
dents. Faircloth, a democratic candidistrict
(where
he is running)," said
date, will- belying for a congressionFaircloth.
al spot in the second district of Maine
"I support what military action
that John Balducci has given up in
has
been taken- abroad. I agree with
anticipation of his run for governor.
the
actions and feel that they are
Fajrcloth is a former state senator
worthwhile.
I think it is important for
f who will be running for congress
us
not
to
do
what Mr. bin Laden
next fall. He hopes to get students at
wants
us
to
do.
He wants indiscrimColb y involved in his campai gn. "I
inate
killing
so
that he will have a
think it is very important for young
whole
new
group
of radicals. Our tarpeople to be involved in politics, they
geted
approach
is
distinctl y different should be handled," said Faircloth .
'
need to be involved in politics," he
from
that,"
said
Faircloth.
"That is what distinguishes us from
said.
Fa ircloth encourages students and other countries. If we didn 't than that
There are onl y four open scat's in

WWW.SEANFA1RCL0TH.COM

would be an ironic victory for Mr. bin
Laden."
Another problem that Faircloth
has with domestic policy is the tax
cut that Bush implemented. "Every
way you look at it, it is wrong. The
wealthiest people got the most
money back. I am for the small businesses and economic justice."
A big issue at Colby in the past
year has been the FTAA. Faircloth is
in favor of fair trade, but believes the
United States is not engaging in free
trade at the moment.
"It is not free trade if there is a girl
in Honduras working while a man
with a gun is patrolling her station
and will not let her have bath room
breaks. It is not free trade that that
girl will have emphysema by the time

she is twenty-one and they will find
another sixteen year old to take her
place," said Faircloth.
Faircloth has a clear voting record.
He has consistently voted in favor of
women's ri ghts, the environment,
and for small businesses. He has
worked towards equal rights for people of . all sexual orientations.
Faircloth has worked' on behalf of
Civil Rights also.
One major ' concern of today's
economy for Faircloth is that the gap
between the wealthy and the poor
continues to expand . "Since the
Reagan administration, the big busi~~nesses have been controlling the
economy I want to see that changed.
If you look at Teddy Roosevelt's'
speeches, a Republican, he was more
anti-trust than many elected officials
are today," he said. Faircloth would
attempt to work towards a more prosmall business economy or what he
calls economic justice.
Faircloth is the only candidate
running who is a native of the area,
so he feels that that gives him an
advantage. "We're running a grassroots campaign," he saicl. "that is
why students at Colby can help."
Faircloth is interested in having students be in charge of certain areas for
campaigning purposes.
"I was first involved in politics
when I was very young. I see many
people who are sixty and seventy
who are concerned that the
Democratic Party is run by older people. I use students and young people
in my campaign more than others do
ahd I think that is one of the reasons I
win," said Faircloth.
"We need more trust in politics.
The only way to have that is to be
who you are consistently," said
Faircloth. He sees himself as being
that consistent type of candidate that
people are looking for.
For more information on the
Colby Democrats contact Jay Trainor.
Fjot more information on Sean
Faircloth, go to www.seanfaircloth.com

LOVEJOY: Kentucky publishers awardedjournali smprize tonight

continued f rom p age 1

trees and anything else that got in
. the way so as to get at coal inexpen. sivel y. The results of widespread
stri p mining Wt- fe disastrous for
both homeowners and the environmpnt, and {he Mountain Fag le
became one of the first papers in the
country to report on the dangers of
it,
One of the most appalling aspects
of strip mining was that land ri ghts
* were sold for as little ns 50 cents an
acre. Once sold, anything on the
land could be bulldozed — including private homes and cemeteries.
"It was open warfare between
homeowners and the coal companies," Mr, Gish said. "Caskets were
bulldozed, God knows how many
jhomes were destroyed. We developed a pattern of writing and reporting when homes were bulldozed.
People would look out their window
and see the bulldozer coming up on
them. They'd call the Mountain
Eagle nnd demand we come out and
take p ictures of it." ,
f
Needless to say, "this wns not
something the coal industry appreci-

ated. They did everything they
could to put us out of business,
including try ing to kill us." On severnl occasions, cars would chase
thom down open roads nt ni ght, trying to run them over. The throats culminated in the 1974 firebombing thnt
destroyed their office ,
Tho case was one of the few incidents of press arson that resulted in
an orient and trial. It turned out that
the attack was organized by a local
policeman who not onl y had ties to
the coal industry, but was upset at
the Mountain Rag le's reporting on
polic. brutality that left three
teenagers dead. The policeman hired
five young men, some of whom
worked for the paper, to set the
office on fire.
The officer was convicted and
g iven a one-year sentence, which
wns Immediatel y commuted. "He
didn 't serve one ni ght in prison,"
Mrs. Gish said. "He had to leave the
count-/ for a year, but he's still here
selling used cars."
'Ihe paper bounced back nfter the
attack , not missing a fting le issue,

although some of them had to writ- tionall y illiterate and dropout rates
ten on a typewriter. The Mountain remain high. ''Twenty or forty years
Eagle's masthead motto is "It , from now, we'll still be writing stoScreams." Immediatel y following ries about the hi gh illiteracy rate,
the attack, it was changed to read "It because that's a consequence of high
Still Screams."
school dropouts," he added.
In addition to the coal industry,
When a major news story conthe paper has taken on a wide vari- cerns the area , the Mountain Eagle
ety of topics. The issue .of police bru- office becomes a press center for the
tality came about when officers national media, a function it served
began harassing teenagers hanging during Lyndon Johnson's War on
out at a brid ge in town. Spending Poverty and a 1976 mining disaster
time on the brid gp fishing was "as that killed 27 people.
harmless a thing as kids could do,"
For the most part, the issues the
Mr. Gish said, "but (hey ended up Mountain Eagle has covered haven 't
ja iling people for it and three kids changed much over the years. "It
were shot." The Mountain Eagle's feels like we keep playing the snme
Interviews with teenagers nbout the record over and over," Mr. Gish said.
issue "caused a good amount of "The coal industry doesn't change
throughout
unhapp iness
law that much. Tlie economy doesn 't
enforcement," and contributed to change that much ."
the firebombing.
Still, "it's hard to think about one
Another subject tliey addressed aspect of public life that we haven 't
wns the extremel y hi gh illiteracy in written on," Mr. Gish said. "That 's
eastern Kentucky. "We've probably what we do," his wife added.
written more nbout schools than
The Lovejoy Award is the latest in
about nny other issue/' Mr. Gish
long line of award s the couple has
snid! According to OUQ stud y, 40 per- ^received. The letter from Colb y
cent of adults in the area are func- infeyrming them thnt they had won

remained in their mailbox for several days because "it looked like junk
mail," Mr. Gish said. The same day
they actuall y opened it, President
William D. Adams called to ask wh y
they hadn't responded yet.
"We're very excited abou t it and
excited about the trip," Mrs. Gish
said.
The Lovejoy Award has been presented each year since 1952 to honor
important contributions to journalism. It is named for Elijah Parish
Lovej oy, who grnduated from Colby
in 1826 and operated an "abolitionist
newspaper in Illinois until he was
murdered by a pro-slavery mob in
1837. He is hailed as the firs t martyr
to freedom of the press.
"In a search for journalists who
exemp lif y the Lovejoy tradition of
fearlessness nnd commitment to
telling pninful truths, there mny be
no better candidates thnn Tom and
Pnt Gish," said Rebecca' Corliett '74,
assistant managing editor of the
Baltimore Sun and a member of
Colb y 's
Lovejoy
Selection
Committee.

NEWS BMEFS
Green Buildings

Rick Renrier of Van Dam &
Renner Architects, will be
speaking on green architecture
and design as part of the senior
Environmental Studies seminar. The lecture is Tuesday Oct.
16, at 7 p.m., room to be
announced. Renner 's firm has
completed a number of buildings which could be considered
"green" designs. These include
the renovation of the Porteous
Department Store in Portland
interne w facilities for the Maine
College of Art; the new Maine
Audubon
Environmental
Education Center • (with Carol
A. Wilson Architects); offices
for the Natural Resources
Council of Maine; and the
recentl y completed Marine
Science Center at University of
New England.
.

Gradua te School Fair
A Graduate and Professional
School Fair will be held on
Wednesday, Oct. 17. The event
will be from 11:30 a.m. to 2 p.m.
in the Page Commons Room.
Admissions representatives
from more than 85 graduate
schools will be on hand to distribute literature, answer questions and provide information
to individuals considering continuing
their
education.
Institutions from all over the
country are scheduled to participate and they vary in size and
program specialties: Programs
of study represented will
include arts and sciences, business, education, medicine,
social services, international
relations, environmental studies and law, with 35 law schools
planning to send representatives. AmeriCorps*VISTA also
will have a representative at the
fair.
Fair Trade Coffee
"What 's
Wrong
with
Sustainable and Fair Trade
Coffee?' ; Assistant Professor of
Sociology John Talbot is fresh
from his sabbatical researching
fair trade issues, and will give a
critical overview of the current
status of sustainable and fair
trade coffee in the United
States. This lecture is part of the
Environmental
Studies
Lunchtime Colloquia. It will
take place on Wednesday, Oct.
17 at l_f p.m. in the Foss Private
Dining Room.
Honduran Activist
On Thursday, Oct. 18, Elvia
Alvarado, an activist and coffee
grower from Hondura s, - will
present the lecture "Not Just a
Cup of Coffee, But a Just Cup of
Coffee". The 4 p.m. reception
and lecture will be in the Pugh
Center
of
Cotter Union.
Alvarado, a Fair Trade certified
coffee grower, will address the
inequalities within the coffee
industry and their effects on
peasant farmers in Central
America. There will be a reception before the talk with samp les of Fair Trade coffee available. The Fair Trade Certified
label
assures that coffee
importers pay a fair price to
farmers and work with democratically organized cooperatives.
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Plan to enhance
campus diversity in
future announced
ByJGAVINO'BRIEN
FEATURES EDITOR
V

. A key component of the new
Campus Plan involves strengthening: diversity at, Colby.. Through
thege initiatives the administration
hojSes to both improve the climate
for , women and persons of color at
Another
Co^b y.
goal of the Plan is
to, increase enrollment of underrepresehted-L—groups'
within the faculty,
staff, and student
populations while
maintaining equal
opportunity and
non-discrimination
policies. A more
diverse- representation of alumni volunteers is also needed to assist with
alumni networking and fundraisirig.
To solidif y the goals of the college
administration relating tb diversity,
President William D. "Bro" Adams
wilj develop a comprehensive statement on diversity. This statement
will* then be incorporated into the
overall mission of the college and its
publications. To assess diversity at
Colby, the president will also perform an annual review of all vice
presidents and deans and their
efforts to recruit and retain diverse
faculty and staff.
Surveys will be presented to
entering minority faculty and staff
to discover their experiences both
throughout the hiring process and as
a part of the college community.
In order to increase the diversity
o| the student population, the
administration plans to make the
college a member of the Posse program. Colby, "like peer NESCAC
schools, will be bringing in 10 students each year selected from innercity schools," said Alex Aldous '02.
Bowdoin, Hamilton, Trinity,- and
Middlebury are among the colleges
alread y using the program to

increase multicultural enrollment.
Talented students in secondary
schools are selected by the Posse
Foundation, ten of which will be
chosen by Colby each year and
formed into a "posse." The posse
allows its members to know each
other before attending college and
through the 8-rnonth preparation
process beforehand.
"Each posse
will have "a
supervisor and
support
one
staff —bn_campus," . said
Aldous, which
has
proven
effective elsewhere at easing
the transition to
college and preventing "culture
shock." Posse
participants have graduation rates
of nearly 90%, higher than the overall average for colleges and universities.; ' - . - '
Along with offering Posse participants the opportunity to attend colleges they may hot normally have
access to for financial or other reasons, the Colby community as a
whole benefits as well.
"The goal of Posse is to add
socioeconomic diversity to the campus," said Aldous. Colby hopes to
include the first students from the
Posse program in the class of 2006.
The role of campus publications
arid communications techniques
will be addressed as part of the
Campus Plan : as well. The
President's broad diversity statement will be used in campus publications to make clear the college's
goals and perspectives relating to
multiculturalism on campus and in
the enrollment process. The role of
communications materials in furthering these diversity goals will be
re-evaluated -so that . they will be
more effective at representing
minority groups and viewpoints.

DIVERSITY- New requirement

continued from page 1

Those in attendance at Monday's
Presidents'
Council
meeting
engaged at times in heated debate
about the matter. Two main arguments were presented. Those in
favor of the requirement spoke of
the dire need for Colby to further
diversif y itself through both academics and minority representation on
campus. Revising the requirement,
they argued, is a strong step in that
direction.
Among those opposing the revision, (although not opposing the
heed for diversity), the greatest concern was that students do not want
to [fulfill any additional requirements. This argument pertained
especiall y to those with double
maj ors and /or those who are
involved in many extra-curricular
activities. . ,
Mary Low President Aimce Jack
'04; argued that "there are so many
requirements that it diminishes a
student' s ability to take advantage
of the liberal arts opportunity, both
academicall y and extra-curricular-

ly"
Former
Williams president
Edwin Stone '03 spoke avidly in
support of the requirement. He
argued that there is obvious concern
for diversity on campus that must be
addressed. "We don't want to see
this categorically repressed because
there isn't any support for it," he
said. "You have my support and that
should be enough."
In conjunction with Stone's argument, East Quad President and
member of the MAC Jay Trainor '04
said that "we need to consider the
minority voice here because they
wi.ll never be well-represented on
President' s Council."
Sophomore Class Representative
Matt Ritter '04, however, questioned
whether or not "this is the ri g ht way
to go about bring ing diversity to
campus."
On Wednesday, the future of the
diversity requirement was discussed
and decided b y Colby 's 170-plus faculty . Results of that meeting will
appear next week's issue.
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Tornado kills two University of Maryland students
.
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A .rapid tornado ripped through College Park on Monday, Sept. 25,
killing two University of Maryland students ,
Colleen and Erin Marlatt. had just finished class for the day. The sisters,
who did everything together, stopped by the Maryland Fire and Rescue
Institute on Monday to. see their father. After the two visited the office
where Colleen had worked for three years, he escorted them to their car.
F. Patrick Marlatt said goodbye to his daughters and told them to hurry
home b ecause a stornvwas coming.
Captain Chauncey Bovyers of the Prince George's County Fire and EMS
Department reported that two female students who were driving on the
University Boulevard were killed after the tornado picked up their vehicle
and threw it into the rear of Eastpn Hall.
Forty-seven people, none with life threatening injuries, were transported to area hospitals.
. _ .' /
After visiting the campus Monday ni ght, Governor Parris N.
Glenderiing declared a state of emergency in Prince George's County. The
.
campus was open Tuesday, but classes were cancelled.

mance bonuses, housing and insurance benefits, and even loans through
-'
the University. '
And the Winning Pumpkin is...

Colleges paying top dollar for top administrators
With the market for college-level administrators becoming increasing ly
competitive, school have been forced to make more attractive offers to lure
and retain the most talented individuals in academia — and out of the frequently more lucrative corporate world.
Colleges are competing for qualified candidates much like their applicants are competing for their education. Academic institutions such as the
University of Pennsylvania are finding that this competition is extending
into other industries.
Benefit programs, performance plans, signing bonuses are all part of the
recruitment p rocess that has become more political than ever before.
In addition to six-figure salaries/many administrators receive perform

-

The world's biggest pump kin m all its glory.

This weekend'at the Topsfield Fair in Topsfield, Me, the world record for
the largest pumpkin-was broken. Weighing in at 1260.4 pounds, a pumpkin
grown by a man named Weir from Salisbury, Massachusetts, broke the 2000
record of 1140 pounds and beat Kuhn's 1020.2 pound 2nd runner-up.
Weir's pumpkin was ranked number 1 out of 81 contesting pumpkins. For
more information, see www.bigpumpkins.com.
.

Compiled by Liz Bomze

Support group debunks myths
about eating disorders

By EMILY HONIG

for people with eating disorders. As pounded because students suddenPatti Newmen, one of the coun- ly eat in a cafeteria rather than a
selors who facilitates the group, structured situation as they did at
"Peop le
To many, the phrase "eating dis- said,
home,
and
order" triggers mental images of most commonl y
because friends
painfully skinny people, as well as associate eating
may be less than
several words: "binge " and disorders with
understanding.
"purge," "anorexia" and "bulimia." anorexia
or
The support
While it is true that these are bulimia, but it's
group provides a
some of the things that fall under not j ust those two
healthy environthe category of eating disorders, the categories; a lot of
ment for people
reality is that an eating disorder-is— peop le look norsuffering from
any problem that a person might mal but may be
eating disorders
have that is related to eating or having a hard
to talk because as
body image. Although these prob- time, and friends
Newmen says,
lems are ot varying ori gins and seri- may dismiss it,"
"It's not a theraousness and they have varying
E v i d e n t l y,
py group . It's
manifestations, they are similar in Colby students,
really for supthe aspect that many of the people for the most part,
port."
who suffer eating disorders are fit into this cateThis
may
lonely and a need to talk about gory;
furtherseem to be an
what they are going through in a more,
as
obvious distincmm
safe environment.
Newmen says, mmmmmmmmmm
^mmm™ ^mmm' tion, but in realiIt is for these reasons that the "this problem is particularl y diffi- ty, Newmen says that, "it's _ a
counseling department at Colb y cult, coming here (to college) with long-term process of recovery. We
runs a confidential support group body issues." The problem is com- _ talk about everything, not just

STAFF WRITER .

. .

body-related issij ies,~because there's
underl y ing stuff," behind the eating-related manifestations. This
group can, therefore, be hel p ful
because, "a lot of people struggle
and have a hard time talking even
to friends" about this problem, and
because thi§ outlet can prove comforting in people's dail y activities,
not just directl y in relation to their
eating disorders.
One of the interesting social
aspects of eating disorders is that
they are almost exclusive . to the
West, and are most prevalent in
more affluent areas. Given the number of people at Colby who come
from affluent communities, the
school is a place where many peop le have an eating disorder.
People , who are ' interested
should contact Newmen or Jing Ye
at extension 3394 to find out more.
The group remains open to new
members throughout the semester.

Rotoract Club reaches out to world
By MELISSA HERNANDEZ

Their motto, which serves to perpetuate those goals, is "service
above self."
The club has hel ped in building
ties
with
the
Waterville
Community. Jill Wentzel '03 said,
"I feel like we are making a difference b y trying to create a link
between
the
Waterville
Community and the Colby community. We have
been
working
with the Rorory
club and other
community
members
and
that has drawn
the two communities together. It
is important to
have a , connection
with
Waterville and to
try and make it a
better p lace through our actions."
"(Rotoract) is an international
organization ," Saucier stressed,
The Rotoract club, in her op inion ,
should
reach
out
beyond

STAFF WRITER

The attitude that things can be
done to make changes in society,
however great or small, is the attitude that started Colb y 's Rotoract
club.
President of Rotoract Kristin
Saucier '04 along with Patrica
Newmen the Rotary Club liaison
and counselor, initiated Colb y 's
i Rotoract club last March,"
N ewmen was "interested in
try ing to get a Rotoract group
going on the Colb y Campus ,
There are Rotoract clubs all over
the world. Basicall y, like Rotary,
th ey are service organizations
which undertake projects to meet
needs in the local community and
internationall y."
Rotoract is affiliated with the
Rotary clubs o.n n local level and is
geared towards recruiting members between ages 18-30. Rotoract
attempts to be both fun and
rewarding because of its diverse
range of service projects available.
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May flower Hill and the immediate Waterville Community.
Last year, to exemp lif y their
worldwide
goals,
Saucier,
Wentzel , and Allegra Round y '03
went to the Dominican Republic
to hel p rebuild disadvantaged
areas. While other college students hung out with friends or
Went on vacatio'ii, —during spring
break , the three
broug ht
girls
down
school
and
medica l
to
supp lies
Santo Domingo.
There,'' with
the aid of children and other
locals, they created
colorful
barriers
of
p ainted
rocks
nnd tires and
dug holes in order to prepare the
land for a new park.
Wentzel said , "being there (in
the Dominican Republ ic) Was an
amazing experience. Just to see

how different everything is and
how excited the kids were to hel p
us, I'll never forget it. "
The bi ggest goal for Rotoract
this year is to develop a program
for Jan Plan providing the means
for Colby students to travel to
these disadvantaged countries
and build coffeehouses, playgrounds, and libraries.
President William D. "Bro "
Adams supported the program
last year. According to Saucier he
seems "excited and interested in
Rotoract 's progress."
Rotoract has also been involved
in num erous service events, for
examp le, cooking dinner at homeless shelters, partici pating in Take
Pride in Acadia Day, hosting the
Rotoray Radio Auction , and the
group adopted a f a m i l y for
Christmas.
Taking it one project at a time,
tho Rotoract club at Colb y is try ing to make a difference in the
world around them.
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Pukkila explains truth
behind fairy tale witches

By KATTLIN McCAFFERTY
NEWS EDITOR

influenced b y a man named
Gerald Gardener who was very
interested in ceremonial magic. He
is responsible for creating the idea
that there were covens of witches.
He wrote many books on the subject of witchcraft. His books cited
many family traditions as aspects
of witchcraft. From those publications,_many;people began to think
that they foo were witches because
their families practiced the traditions that he termed as witchcraft.
In . th_ t_J.960's Wicca became
popularized again. This type of
Wicca was different. "It is a nature
based religion. We focus on
equinoxes.and-Sols.tices._It is a reli;
gion of cycles because life is cyclical. We view life as sacred," said
Pukkila.
There are many types of modern Wiccan religions. Some are
based on worshipping a goddess,
some are focused on worshipping
both a god and a goddess, and
some are purely based on nature.
They see change as sacred because
everything that is alive changes.
They also see diversity sacred;
maybe Colby should be classified
as Wiccan. ,
There is no sacred text for
Wiccans, Pukkila said,. "Wicca is a
religion of many texts, not just
one "
Pukkila teaches a Jan Plan class
on Wicca and . she is a practicing
believer. The C.I.R.C.L.E. sponsored the event They can be contacted for more information:

power equals evil." She said that
the sense of witches having power
comes from the history that
Wiifcans are cunning rhen arid
woj nen. They are smart people
and hence have power of the mind
which, in present day, has turned
around to, become evil power.
Another interesting point that
Pukkila rose was that most people
accused of witchcraft during the
periods of witch-hunts were frofn
the country. There was no central
structure to the government and
therefore,, mayhem occurred. She
said, "This is the reason that
witches are seen as having a cauldron-and-ridirig-ombroorns.-Most
country houses had brooms and
large pots to cook in." The word
pagan in fact comes from the word
paganos, or country people.
Halloween, or All Hallows Eve,
was the night before Hallows Day,

- - ^

It is almost that time of year
again, the trees are turning, the air
is getting chilly, and everyone
wants to become a little witch-y
for an evening.
Marilyn Pukkjla, >a. librarian
and member of the C.I.R.C.L.E. (a
group of Colby community members who are interested in alternative reli gions) facilitated a discussion about Wicca and Witches on
Oct. 3. ; - ' .' •
-^ ; : ' v;. '
Pukkila, a practicing Wiccan,
gave an outdoor lecture on the history""of-witches-and thei_ -beliefsT
She wanted to dispel ithe negative
connotations about' Wicca.
The lecture that was in front of
Dana included caramel apples,
cookies and cider as well as
Pukkila extending her vast knowledge on the subject of Wicca and
witches to about 25 interested students.
Many people refer to women
who practice Wicca as witches.
The term was invented by a fifteenth-century
author „ who
penned a book about how to identify a witch. During that time period ,, peop le were encouraged to
seek out people who were heretics
and convert them.
"That was the first time that
witches were accused of believing
ih Satan," said Pukkila. It was the
first time that witches had been
accused of causing bad occurrences. They were accused of
putting spells on crops, they were
accused of having animals that
would do their bidding, and they
were accused of flying. The connection that was . made with
women and the devil was that
their "sexual lust was insatiable so
they joined the devil," said
Pukkila.
Pukkila noted that there "are no
real witches. There is not a history
of them that goes back for many
years."
"In fairy tales who is the evil
character?" Pukkila asked, "The
witch, the women. It all comes
down to an equation; women plus

.""j .

a sacred Christian holiday. Many
peop le used to travel during that
evening and they believed that
they needed a light to safeguard
them from spirits. Glass lanterns
were too expensive for many
country folk, so instead they hollowed out turnips and put candles
inside of them. When people
immigrated to the United States,
they found that squash was much
more prevalent and easier to hollow out. -That is where Jack-OLanterns come from.
Modern day Wicca was influenced by a woman named
Margaret Murray. She studied all
of the cases of witchcraft and tried
to- find similarities between the
actions of the accused. It was also
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Margaret McFadden.i, ¦

By KATTLIN McGAFFERTY
NEWS EDITOR

^

Along with the , hundred or so
students who live in Foss, one professor has decided to take on dorm
life as well. Margaret McFadden,
associate professor of American
Studies, is living on the first floor
of the Foss residence hall. ' • ¦ ' ¦
Some may wonder why
McFadden would w.ant to live
among , the student- body.
McFadden said, "It seemed to me
that being a faculty resident is one
way to do something very important to me. I want to try and change
the intellectual climate on campus.
Students seem to find a large
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divide between their academic sors would not want to. come p,
lives and the rest of their lives,", .'
but she comes and interacts wijh
So far, McFadden has had no the students. She has great ide£s
problems with her neighbors and, for the futureCSK - - awesome." '«
in fact, enjoys their company. "I
Jeff Kasser, associate professor
like to have conversations with the of Philosop hy, is also affiliat4 _
students. Having students over to with Foss this year. "He has also
my apartment is great... (Living been great," said McFadden. "j<}ff
arriong students) is fun," she said, and I and
(Professor bi
"I have very congenial neighbors." Government) Ken Rodman hadj a
"It's kind of funny. When I tell discussion about the terrorist
people I live on campus, a lot of attacks and the Foss Dining hall
people react with 'Why?' I really was full. People were standing 'en
enjoy being part oi the student's the stairs. I would like to do moj.
lives," she said.
things like that."
'
So far she has taken an active
Foss President Thad Feeney ^2
roll as a faculty r_j_ d-_tTSh-~eafs -aid^f~McF_adenP/'S-ie's~ -;wein the dining hall, sometimes with some. In three years I have hid
students, sometimes with fellow three faculty residents and she jis
faculty -esidents-jHeidi Kim : and definitely the best."
J
Alec Campbellr"".^ '
Students drop by McFaddeh's
She has participated in dorm apartment casually. "Last Suriday^a
activities and she is leading a book group of students stopped -$y
seminar on Mark Crispin Miller 's informally and just talked. Bei{tg
"The Bush Dyslexicon." "Her book on campus lets you do things lijce
seminar that I'm in 'is so great," that which is really great,". said
said Head Resident of Foss Rachel McFadden.
>
Merrick '03;
"She's very enthusiastic about
McFadden has found the transi- spending time with students. T_jie
tion to dorm life tp be a smooth great thing is that she is volunteerone."The hall - staff is great. I try to ing to spend time with the resigo to the hall staff meetings. The dents. She doesn't have to spend
HRs are really wonderful," said her time with us but she chooses
McFadden. "I went to the hail staff to," said Merrick.
/
"My sense is that students actuplanning dinner. There are bi g
¦ ' , '¦
ally like people, who are not their
plans ahead--^——. . '
Merrick -03 said, "She is superb. age. They feel more free to discuss
She does everything that we do: more important issues," . sajd
We will plan an activity like, McFadden.
banana boats, which most profes-
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Editorials

Don't change diversity requirement

—- .

/, . _ ' There is clearly a concern about diversity on the Colby campus and in
the Colby administration. Since the 1998 sit-in in former president William
R. Cotter 's office, a number of changes have been made in regard to the
j> attention Colby gives to issues of diversity on campus. As a result students
-, at Colby are more aware than they have ever been of "systems of privilege
¦
ti and oppression with regard to race, ethnicity,class, gender, and sexual ori„ entation." There are few course at Colby that don't touch on these subjects
• in some respect, and wellness lectures often address these topics as well as
t other lectures sponsored by various groups on campus.
Now, on a recommendation from the Task Force on institutional Racism
the Academic Affairs Committee has sent a proposal to the faculty for a
9 revision of the diversity requirement. The new requirement would consist
of two classes, one that fulfills a "Social Justice" requirement and another
¦
. : ' ¦¦ . . ¦
-- to-f_ l- _he. -nfemationaLDiversity^
The goal of the proposed change in the diversity requirement, is to
broaden students understanding of other cultures and of institutional prej udices in America. The proposal takes the wrong path to this goal. If adopted the change in he diversity requirement would resultin a total of 12 college-wide distribution requirements. Added to the requirements of majors
and minors, students will have little opportunity to experience=aH-that a
small liberal .arts college has to offer in the way of electives.
It is true that Colby heeds morejdiversity,_and more awareness of the
issues surrounding diversity. But this will not be accomplished by mandating students take certain courses. Such a change in the diversity requirement may actually have the opposite effect that is intended because of student frustration over the increase in requirements. We don't want students
to tune out issues of diversity as a result o( anger over an unnecessarily
increased academic workload.
Although the change of this requirement rests entirely in the hands of
the faculty, this is one time when they should fake into consideration the
fact that , the motion failed in front of SGA. If the students don't want the
change to occur then the Task Force on institutional Racism, the
Multicultural Affairs Committee, and the Academic Affairs Committee
should find more constructive ways to reach their goals.

We must not forget to stm in touch with old Mends
Uncommon
Sense
Emma
McCandless
The other day I received a really
great card from a friend of mine who's
going through a bit of a rough time,
thanking me for thinking of her. It got
me thinking-how often, between
going to parties, writing papers, finding internships, and just going about
life in the "Colby Bubble" do we tend
folieglecrth^ffi"endiS"~we _eft~behind
when we came to Colby?
The friendships that we develop in
college are important, of course, and
most are probably destined to last long
after we, leave Colby behind. But sometimes the friendships we have with the
people we grew up with are the ones
that really last a lifetime.
' „ • The people we've known since

The case for a
Palestinian state
By PATRICK BENTON

*STAFF WRITER

It has been a rare moment when
the news related to the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks has been displaced by
< other news. However, this is a good
• time to take a look at the state of
i events and the ongoing unrest in the
!, Middle East.
First, let's take a little j ourney
|
through
modern Middle East histo;
• ry. From a security standpoint, the
, Israeli occupation of 1967 was quite
,' wise. In 1964, the Palestinian
', Liberation Organization was found1
ed for the exp licit purpose of
; destroy ing Israel. In the spring of
i _, 1967, the very militant president of
, Egypt, Gamal Abdal Nasser, formed
I a mutual aggression pact between
I Egypt, Jordan, and Iraq, which pre' cipita ted the mobilization of Arab
i troops.
Israel in turn launched a preI
' emptive strike, which became
' known as the 1967 War, in which
" Israel came to capture the Sinai
|
i Peninsula and the Gaza Stri p from
t Egypt, the West Bank and East
• Jerusalem from Jordan, and the
! Golan Hei ghts from Syria. The

The American
Perspective

Continued to PALESTINE
on page 6

Matt
Guy-Hamilton
Consider for a moment the
schedule that my_ friend Jeff's
father has to deal with on a weekly
basis: Jeff' s dad works for the
Verizon Wireless Division, which is
headquartered; in New York City.
Jeff's famil y lives in a small town
about twenty miles west of Boston
called Westborough, which, for
those—who—den^t—have a map
handy, is about three and a half
hours north of New York by car.
Jeff was still in school when his
dad was selected to head up
Verizon's wireless efforts and, not
wanting to disrupt his family 's
surroundings too drastically,Jeff's
dad elected to commute to New
York City during the week and live
in an apartment and make the trip
back to Westborough on the weekends.
. ' • -,' ¦ '
Every Friday, Jeff' s dad flies
into Logan Airport after a short
flig. t but of one of New York's airports and every Monday morning
he boards the same plane and
makes another brief tri p back to
New York City in time for his first
meetings. While this is an extreme
case of a commuter 's nightmare, it
illustrates an important point:
America needs a viable alternative
to air travel for logistical, economic and security reasons.
Americans live in medieval
times as far as mass transit is concerned. Compared to most western
European countries, who have
long since adopted a variety of
high-speed
rail
services,
Americans have no choice for
medium range travel aside from
the air and the interstate.
Currently, the majority of air traffic
consists of fli ghts that travel 500
miles or less. Of that majority, forty
percent of the fli ghts travel 300
miles or less, which makes travel
by car ju st as fast if not faster, point
to point.
However, airlines still rea p significant profits from fl y ing shuttle
services in the Boston-New YorkWashington corridor because of
people like Jeff's dad who couldn 't
possibly commute by car, thus, air
shuttle puddlehoppers continue to
fl y. The construction of high-speed
rail service, if only in the nightmarish Boston-New York-Washington

gm—
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Matt Guy-Hamilton is a weekl y
columnist for the Echo.

Devils^

Noah Charney

In continuing the multi-part series
on silly linguistic errors, we come now
to public signs. While there are a number of sources from which I've culled
these malaprops, the best single source
which I should credit is a book entitled
"Free Drinks For Ladies with Nuts,"
(seen on a marquee in a Hong Kong
bar) by Jane CBoyle. What Sswonderful about these public signs is that,
unlike the menu mistranslations, it is
fairly evident what the writer of the
signs meant, but the manner in which
they mistranslated, or merely misspoke, the English language, is priceless. If you know of any real life malaprops similar to those about which I've
written this week, please let me know,
and I will put them in future columns.
The-number of grammatical-errors
shoved in the face of Americans every
day is unfortunate. While few are..as
wild, or as'funriy,as the ones I've listed
here, Americans love to mangle their
own tongue. I'm not sure if I've ever
seen the correct use of' the word
"fewer" on a public sign. Everywhere
one looks, signs may be seen using the
word "less" when the correct word is
"fewer." If there is a specific quantity of
something, such as "10 donuts," then a
correct phrase would read "Do you
have 10 donuts, or fewer?"
The word "less" is only used when
there is an unspecified quantity ("You
have some bread? I have less bread
than you do.") Go to Shaws, and one
can stand in the Express Lane, if one
has "10 items or less." It is such an universally corrupted grammatical rule
that I may be one of the few people
whom it bothers. But L definitely cannot stand in the Express Lane at
Shaws. Enough with my silly pet
peeves, and onto funnier matters.
They are indiscriminate at Santa Fe
gas stations, where they "will sell gasoline to anyone in a glass container." A
New York nursing home advertised
that it was a home "For the sick and
tired of the Episcopal Church." A New
Hampshire restaurant advertised
"Flexible Waitress Wanted." An
American military base declared that it
was "Restricted to unauthorized personnel only."
And then there's the Freudian slip,
which sometimes lands on a public
display, as in the Detroit Savings and
Loan business whose slogan was: "Ask
about our plans for owning your
home." Or the store in Ohio that candidly, and accidentally, said "We buy
junk and sell antiques."
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The Miami hospital maternity ward
which advertised "No children
allowed" makes one pause, as does the
tempting summonsTo^a. California
church supper: "Thursday nightand
Potluck
Supper. . Prayer
Medication to follow."
American butcherings of the
English language are both funny and
eye-rolling. Foreign signs with slip-ups
are excusable, and do not make readers
wish to rush off and throttle theformer
heads of the American education system, but they are nevertheless hilari¦
. ' /;'.
ous. ¦
In a temple in Bangkok, "It is forbidden to enter a woman even if foreigner is dressed as a man." I should
hope not. A detour sign in Kyushi,
Japan read: "Stop-Drive Sideways."
At a Budapest zoo, one is asked
"Please do not feed the animals. If you
have suitable food, give it to the guard
on duty." At an Edinburgh bed and
breakfast/therewas a radiator with the
instructions: "For overnight warmtR7~
use . a-lot of P."—Tha_-sounds-iairlyunpleasant, A Norwegian cocktail
lounge requested that "ladies are suggested not to have children in the bar."
1 imagine that would t_ a salery hazard of some sort.
Food and "drink provide good fuel
for linguistic slippages. A Swiss restaurant promised "Our wines leave you
nothing to hope for." Nothing like a
glass of depressive to keep your spirits
high. A Paris pastry shop sells
"Marzipan in-shape Jesus, 6 francs."
An Acapulco hotel promises that "The
manager has personally passed all the
water served here." That should make
us all sleep better at night.
At a hostel in Ttarino, a sign reads
"We are not responsive to your valuable losses unless they are in hotel
safe." A Mexico City hotel offers "Mad
service dail y 8 to 12." A Hungarian
hotel warns, "Keep shutters close or
monkey make you crazy." Um, yes...
A Tokyo rental car had the following helpful instructions: "When passenger of foot heave in sight, tootle the
horn. . Trumpet him melodiously at
first, but if he still obstacles your passage, then tootle him with vigor."
Come on, you know exactly what
they're talking about, but what a wonderful, Dr, Seussian way to say it. .
And the winner of the Lexicon
Devil Award for printed signs in public p laces goes to a forei gn company
chairman, who printed the following
inspiring words on the last page of a
presentation he had made to Ameri can
associates: "Earl y to bed and up with
the cock!"
„•
...
Nonh Chnnmj is a weakly
columnist for the Echo.
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corridor, would free, on average
about 50-60 takeoff and landing
spots per hour at the maj or airports.
This alone is reason enough for
funding high-speed rail service;
however, especially in the wake of
the Sept. 11 attacks, transit technology has greater significance. Rail
service of amy kind would work to
relieve the congestion on our interstate system, thereby reducing
travel hazards, insurance costs,
and emissions, just to name a few
benefits- Traffic reduction not only
helps - metropolises like Los
Angeles (which may be beyond
help) and New York, but also
smaller cities like the one _ 'm from,
Worcester. For a city of only
125,000 people, Worcester has a
horrendous rush hour traffic problem and I suspect that cities of similar size share some of the same
traffic issues.
Before the attack on America,
thinning air traffic amounted to a
rather important goal for policymakers; now, thinning air traffic
has taken on a new urgency.
According to The New Yorker's
Malcom Gladwell, "Airport security measures have simpl y chased
out the amateurs and left the clever
and the audacious." Because of
this, despite the fact that fewer terrorist attacks succeed,,the ones that
do succeed claim a significantl y
greater number of lives than poorly planned and isolated instances
of terrorist activity.
New security procedures won't
stop the most determined, but they
will cause problems for innocent
travelers who fall under suspicion.
By diverting a sizable amount of
passenger volume from the
nation's airports, hi gh-speed rail
service would reduce the burden
placed on security personnel and
thereby reduce the number of
jud gments they need to make
about individuals and the number
of fli ghts that security teams need
to protect, This not only translates
into less needless hassle at the airports, but also safer and cheaper
flights as the government and the
airlines would have to hire fewer
new employees. Trains represent a
common-sense solution to several
problems that badjyneed solvi ng.

"Sex Ei with Bro."
-Jenna Wasson '02, Andrea
Graffeo '02, Bliss Woolmington'02,
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Israeli occupation provided a buffer
zone against the five larger, hostile
nations on each side.
The Sinai Peninsula,_ has since
been returned. Given the history of
this area, including the actions of the
PLO, it was a wise move for Israel to
hold the remaining areas, Until his
return from exile; Yasser Arafat, the
President of the PLO, was considered the world's number-one terrorist. Many of the car bombings, skyjackings, and other incidents of terrorism in the 1970s and 1980s were
linked to him and the PLO. Israel's
fears that the occupied areas, if controlled by the Arab nati ons, would
be a conduit for milita ry attacks and
terrorism were j ustified.
But further occupation is unwise.
This generation should be g iven
back con trol of their homelands. In
the last generation, living in the
Golan Heights meant you were
Syrian , living in the West Bank
meant you were Jordanian, and living in Gaza meant y ou were
Egyptian, From the standpoint of
ethnicity, Palestinians are as much
an amal gam of peoples as

with old friends. Easier thanks to email electronic greeting card. But letter-writand instant messenger programs, and ing is amazingly therapeutic, not only
harder because we're all so busy and for the recipient,but for the sender, too.
preoccupied most of the time. But the (Kudos to Professor Laurie Osborne for
problems that seem to be flooding our pointing this out to me.) You'd be surworld more every day make it all the prised how great it feels tb put a pen to
more important to maintain contact paper and tell someone how much you
with our closest friends.
miss them and care about them. And
On that note, I'd like to niake a plug I'm sure you've all experienced the
for two "old-fashioned" methods of exdtement of finding a letter in your
staying in touch: phone calls and "real" campus mailbox thafs addressed in an
letters. ¦ -¦
old friend's handwriting.
Phone-eal_- aren't really all that
So, take a few minutes sometime
overlooked, especially not when long- this week to pick up a pen and paper or
distance friend-hips come into the pic- a nearby phone and make contact with
ture,-but l sometimes get-the-ensethat a-friend-you-haven't-talked tO-in-a_they're being slowly replaced by pro- while, or maybe just someone who
grams like AOL Instant Messenger. really needs to know you care. I guarSometimes people just really need to antee they'll appreciate it, and you'll
hear a friend' s voice, arid only a phone probably end up feeling really great
call will really do for that.
about it, too.
;^,
Letters, however, are unbelievably
overlooked today, in my opinion! Ifs
probably because if s so much faster
Emma McCandless is the Echo
and easier to send off an email or ah
Op inions Editor.

The little engines Keep shutters closed or
monkey will make you crazy
that could
Lexicon

Fall weekend scheduling should be rethought
October on Colby's academic calander is filled with eventful weekends:
Fall Break, Family Weekend^and Homecoming Weekend. Unfortunately,
the timing of these weekends is rather awkward and inconvenient for many
~~~
students, parents and alumni.
.
First of all, there's the familiar coniplaint that Homecoming Weekend
and Family Weekend should not be the same weekend. Having these two
important events on the same weekend forces many students to choose
between spending time with their parents and seeing alumni friends who
have returned to Colby for the weekend.
This year, the College made the October weekend schedule even more
inconvei_eri-" _-y~ _cheduling Family Weekend for the weekend after Fall
Break. Since many students go home for Fall Break, it would be much better to have a longer space between visits to and from home. Not many college students feel the need to. see their parents twice in one week.
Colby could improve fall weekend scheduling by taking advantage of a
national holiday that .endsilo be overlooked -— Columbus Day. By taking
this Monday off and making it part of either Fall Break or Family Weekend,
the College yrould allow an extra day for many students and /or parents
who have to travel long distances to get Jo_aiid_from Colby. If nothing else,
it would make the October weekend schedule much more convenient for
the vast majority of Colby students, parents, and alumni.

before we can remember are the ones
who've seen us through all the hard
parts of growing up, all the awkward
and embarrassing phases we'd really
like to forget. They're the ones who
love us in spite of our flaws and mistakes, who remind us of where we
come from when we're in danger of
forgetting. They're the ones who
understand our pain better than anyone else in times of grief. These are the
people who can really celebrate with
us when we achieve our dreams,
because they've seen our step-by-step
struggle to get to where we want to be.
~"~A_nost~everypne-h-S~a _eal-"best
friend"-someone you think of more as
a sibling and soul mate than as a mere
friend. Someone whose family celebrates with yours on .important holidays. Someone whose parents let you
call them by their first names, or
maybe even by "Mom" and "Dad."
In today's world if s both easier and
harder than ever before to stay in touch

•¦ * "Freshman Seminar: Why being drunk &
V. '' sketchy is not attractive."
.$X Molly Currie '02, Allison Threadgold '02.
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PALESTINE: Benton supports a
p eacef ul f ederalgovernment system
continued fro mpage 9

Americans are.
This generation sees itself as
Palestinian, and allowing; them to
control their destiny is as productive
as, our own Declaration of
Independence. Today's Palestinians
feel as separate, united a people as
we <_ d in 1776. The only course, if
indepeiridehce is riot granted, will be
that the next generation will feel
deprived of their identity as one
people and will turn their hatred, as
a majority instead of an extreme,
toward the occupying force.
As you may have heard .
President ' Bush had intended to
announce his support for a
Palestinian state — he must not further delay that move. If Israel were a
federal system where control came
from regions upward instead of
from the Knesset down it would/be
easy to justify regional self-control
within one nation. The only way
Israel can maintain both its system
.of government.and broader peace is
to give the Palestinians full control
Of : their communities — a
Palestinian state.
As last year 's peace talks
showed, the only real sticking point
is whether Jerusalem can be the capital of two states. It can be done,
without walls and other man-made
divisions, arid we should not lose
sijght of a goal by focusing on such
an artificial issue.
In a final note; genocide, whether

it be in the name of Zionism, Islam;
Nihilism or Nazisnv is unjust. It is a
blight on the collective record of
humanity.. Justice, which the Israelis
have sought in pursuing terrorists,
has been corrupted by the military's
occupation of cities like Hebron arid
its slaying of policemen and citizens
in last Wednesday's retaliations for
the Tuesday terrorism attacks -in
' ¦".¦
Gaza. ' .- .
We should support the state of
Israel; they are our ally, and a homeland for the Jewish people is laudable. However, we must not let any
nation believe that our support is a
given even when acts like murder
are committed.
Whether or not a separate state
for the Palestinians comes to
fruition, we must not back the
oppressive but instead support leaders like Foreign Minister Shimon
Peres, men who pursue peace, in
their effort to end the mutual
destruction that this type of wrongheaded vengeance creates. Justice
and peace are the ideal— not further retaliation and death. To that
high concept, there must be no end
save victory for all— victory for justice and for peace.

The most vigilant, uncompromising military force in the known world has been
sent to Afghanistan to give Osama bin Laden some parking tickets.

Patrick Benton is a regular
columnist for the Echo. He can
be reached atp bbenton@colby.edu

It 's a long road before
Despite tragedy, irony and
humor alive and wisecracking terrorism is defeated
V'

you very much. That a national
The Vast
tragedy should change the very
Wasteland notion of what people think is funny
seems highly dubious to me, and were
Ryan Davis
it to be true, would portend a dry,
humorless future. If if s true that the
time when "nothing is to be believed
' "One good thing could come from this in or taken seriously" is over, does that
horror: it,could spell the end of ihe age of mean we have to be serious all the
irony,-For some 30 ye ars -—roughly as time-now? We can't joke too often
longasJhe Twin Towers were upright — about the threatof terrorism, but other
the good folks irrchargeof America's intel- than that, I don't see that things will
lectual life have insisted that nothing was change very much, nor should they.
I was worried when late-night talk
to be believed in or taken seriousl y.
Nothing was real. With a giggle and a shows returned to the air following
smirk, our chattering classes — our the attack. Most eschewed comedy
columnists and pop culture makers^ — and went instead for serious analysis
declared that detachment and p ersonal and heartfelt speeches. Noble though
whimsy were the necessary toolsfor an oh- it was,T don't watch David Letterman
so-cool life. No more."- Roger Rosenblatt, or "The Daily Show" to see the host
Time, Sep t. 24
weeping. I watch them to laugh, and
after a few days they got back on
There have been a lot of these track. Somewhat more subdued, but
grand pronouncements in the media still being funny.I was relieved.
Conan O'Brien even based a skit on
since Sept. 11, the vast majority of
them coming from (how ironic!) Mayor Rudolph Giuliani's suggestion
columnists and pop culture makers. I that to help New York, people should
tend not to believe them, but I can't come to the city and buy things,
help but wonder if is was merely out Conan and three staffers wandered
of a desperate sense of self-preserva- the city, helping the economy by purtion.
chasing such things as Menudo CDs,
After all, as my friend Meghann giant cheesecakes, and a leather sex
told me, "Every night I pray that irony slave outfit for his 60-something
really is dead. Oh, but that probably announcer.
wouldn't be so good for your colIt wasn't necessarily the funniest
~'r
umn."
thing ever, but it showed that people
She's got a point, If ironic detach- could still be goofy and have fun in
ment is dead, that certainly means the New York, which I think is important.
demand for self-indulgent columns I don't want to mope about for the rest
ruminating on "The Simpsons," pro- of my life contemplating the state of
fessional wrestling, and Aflac com- mankind all the time, as Rosenblatt
mercials will have dried up. Being seems to think I should. "Freedom? Is
able to win pop culture trivia contests that real enough for you?" he
will mark you as a pathetic, out-of- demands of those who would pretouch individual desperately attempt- sume to find anything funny about the
ing to flee reality. And how can we past montli.
possibly laugh at life's minutiae when
The strongest indication I got the
Tlie Bi g Issues keep staring us in the humor was going to pull through
face?
came from tlie world's funniest webTo which I say, quite easily, thank site, The Onion (www.theonion .com).
II
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The week after the attacks, The Onion
didn't publish an issue, and I wasn't
exactly surprised.. Terrorism doesn't
exactly lend itself to the site's brutal
wit. But the next week, The Onion
came out with a special report entitled
"Holy F-—ing S—! Attack on
America" that made me laugh harder
than ariy__-g I've read in the past
year. .
The site managed to strike the right
balance between sadness and satire
with stories like "American Life Turns
Into Bad Jerry Bruckheimer Movie"
("I always thought terrorists blowing
s— up would be cool," one man said.
"Like,-if the Pentagon was bombed, I
figured they'd mobilize a special elite
squadron of secret-agent ninjas, and
half of them would be hot babes. How
could I ever think that? This is actually happening, and if s just not cool at
all."), "God Angrily Clarifies 'Don't
Kill' Rule," ("I don't care what religion
you are, or who you think your enemy
is, here it is one more time: No killing,
in My name or anyone else's, ever
again.") and my personal favorite
"Hijackers "Surprised to Find Selves in
Hell: 'We Expected Eternal Paradise
for This!'" ("I am forced to suckle from
the 16 poisoned leathern teats of
Gophahmet, Whore of Betrayal, until I
burst from an unwholesome engorgement of curdled bile," said
Mohammed Atta. "This must be some
sort of terrible mistake.")
Not only were they funny, some
stories were rather poignant, and
humorously reflected the desperation
and fear felt by so many people
("Airlines add 'Are you a terrorist?' to
list of pre-fli ght questions"). Tlie most
heartening thing wasn't that the issue
existed, but that everyone I know
found it reall y funny. Of course, most
of my friends probably maintain the
same level of ironic detachment that I
do, but still. If s okay to laugh.
As reported in the Boston Globe,
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Last week's issue of The Onion was
headlined "A Shattered Nation Longs
to Care About Stupid Bulls— Again,"
It included the observation that, "if
'Access Hollywood' would just go
back to blathering about Julia Roberts'
surprise platinum-blonde makeover
and Brad Pitf s new dog and a bunch
of other crap that doesn't matter in the
least, I'd know everything is right
with my world." I look forward to that
day, so I can make fun of how stupid it
is.

Ryan Davis is the Edito r ih Chief of the
Echo. He would like to make perfectly clear
that irony is "a humorous or sarcastic use
of language of a different or opposite
mean ing," according to the American
Century Dictionary, It is absolutely nothing like rain on your wedding day, a free
ride when you 've already paid, or ten
thousand spoons when all you need is a
knife.
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The Onion received a lot of mail about
their post-attack issue, most of it overwhelmingly positive. This includes a
remarkable e-mail from a woman
whose subject heading was simply the
chilling words, "I lost 3 on Sept. 11."
She went on to thank The Onion
"for the first great, gut-filling belly
laugh in what seems to be a long long
time. . .The theme didn't politely, sidestep my grief."
Irony as a literary device and comforting defense mechanism been
around forever, and the Attack on
America isn't likely to change that
anytime soon. Some of the same people who rightly and defiantly state
that changing our travel plans or giving up certain civil rights in fear of
another attack would mean $af. the
terrorists win are telling us that changing our sense of humor is the only logical resporise. This makes no sense.
Keep on laiighing, and things will get
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By ABE SUh -MERS
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est priority for future American
governments. To accomplish this,
there are a few simple methods,,
. Reading foreign articles online that should be integrated into
in the past few days, I was struck American foreign policy in the
by the unanimous agreement of next few years.
every editorial I came across.
The first must be an increase in
Whether written in Germany, foreign aid to develop third world
Jordan, Austria, Thailand or nations. Our current aid budget is
Egypt, all writers agreed on four miserable and hardly compares to
main points:
our military budget. Any money *
1. The attacks of Sept. 11 are to paid to aid other nations is probably better spent in development
be condemned in their entirety.
2. Attacks on innocent civilians than by military spending increasr
,
es against a shadowy threat.
cannot be tolerated.
3. The destruction of the terrortne second important concern
ists is an international priority.
must be to foster peace and stabil4. The world must work harder ity. The Arab-Israeli conflict is a
in the future to prevent terrorism. prime example where powerless- •
I would like to focus on the ness, and oppression have come
fourth ,p.omL-R-U^us_U.heliey£^is together to create terrorists. The
by far the most important issue at deadlocks that hold back peace
stake.
must be broken and overcome in a
The rise of an internationall y hi ghly accelerated fashion. I am
dangerous terrorist operation not say ing that the United States
does not happen overnight. It is a must take sides — I am saying
process that is influenced by a that the United States needs to *
number of factors, which combine play power ' politics in preventing
*
to create an extremist group will- future terrorism.
Today the chance exists that
ing to sacrifice their lives for a
cause. The most important factors any small group of terrorists could
in the creation of terrorists are use weapons of mass destruction
poverty, powerlessness and to destroy entire cities, states and
oppression. None of the Sept. 11 nations. With the attacks of Sept.
bombers came from a democratic 11, fi ghting terrorism has become
country such as Spain or Japan. a global priority. It will not vanish •
They came from p laces where ten, fifty, or even a hundred years
poverty is rampant and where the from now. The only way to pre .
population is powerless and vent other attacks is that we use
all of our assets to fight the causes,
oppressed.
Preventing more terrorists from
appearing should be of the highSTAFF WRITER

SHOC Corner

Your health questions answered by Student Health On Campus (SHOC)
Q. I am a lesbian. How do I have safe sex?
A. Many STDs can be contracted through vaginal fluids, *
exposure of the vaginal fluids to a mucous membrane such as
that of the mouth. As a result, lesbians need to protect themselves when performing oral sex pn their partner. No barrier
methods have been approved by the FDA yet, but to try to protect yourself you can use a piece of saran wrap to cover the
entire surface of the genitals, you can use dental dams, of you
can cut open a condom. Dental dams and condoms are both
available free of charge at the health center, they can be found
on the information table inside the side door of the health center. When using other obj ects (e.g., vibrators, etc.) you can use
condoms over them to prevent the spread of disease and you
should never share these objects. With other STDs such as genital herpes, you need to protect yourself from both the vaginal
fluids and the sores to protect yourself from acquiring this
STD. Genital herpes can be spread from the genitals to the
rriouth> resulting in cold sores and cold sores can be spread
from the mouth to the genitals resulting in genital herpes, so it
is important to protect yourself from both . As I said before,
genital herpes can be spread with or without the presence of
sores, so use the barrier methods listed above for protection. It.
isl important to practice these methods every time you haver
sex to protect yourself and your partner.
• *
l

To submit a health question to SHOC Corner, see the SHOC
Corner question boxes in the student center and outside of the din- '
ing hall in 1 Dana.
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G. Love and Special Sauce to play Colby
,!By MELV LADERA ->
",
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• • { ¦ - . A little bit of funk, a little bit of
Sjazz , a little bit of hip-hop, and a
ilittle bit of nearly everything else.
IThe music of G. Love and Special
[SaUce is like an amalgamation of
« 'several types of musical genres.
•Their music becomes a melodic
"•erugm^o^^
This Philadelphia trio plans to
'give Colby a taste of this "Special
•Sauce" that they brew Friday
in
the
Wadsworth
mi ght
•Gymnasium.
...J..._The--group consists of Garrett
;"G. Love" Duftori on guitar and
'vocals, Jimmy "Jazz" Prescott on
•bass, and Jeffery "Thunderhouse "
•Clemens on drums. The group
Iformed in the early 90s and began
. ^creating a unique mix of hip-hop,
• -bck , and ja zzy rhythms. Their
¦sound is almost suggestive of
•lartists like The Beastie Boys and
iBeck .
[¦ ¦¦: In 1994 they released their selfjtitled debut album which was
,well received. Later, they released
la second record in 1995 called
"Coast to Coast Motel" which was
more critically acclaimed buf did
not sell as much. The group then
decided to take a break from one
another as tensions began to arise
among them-. This period gave G.
Love the opportunity to work
with some other bands.
1 After the brief split-up, the
group got back together and
released "Yeah, It's That Easy" in
1997. This release included selections'from G. Love's work with
other groups as well as with the
"Special Sauce." In 1999, the
£roup released "Philadel phonic"
which boasts the same eclectic
sounds they are famous for. Most
recently, the group released "The
Electric Mile," their fifth and ,
arguably, best album. It is their
most diverse assemblage of
melodies yet.
.- .- G. Love and Special Sauce
promise to bring a unique and

70. 77
G. Love & Special Sauce - •**¦ .
Performing at Colby College
Friday, October 12 at 9pm In
Wadsworth Gymnasium.
AdmlsdohIs $10 for the Cc4by
Community and $15 for the
general public. Tickets am on
sale In #)e Cotter Union
lobby and In Student
AclMtles,
See Security Card Meeting '
for International Stude - Pugh
Center Cotter Union 8:30
a.m.- 12:00 p.m.
Senior Portraits (yearbook
photos) - Marson Lounge
Cotter Union 9:O0am.-3KXJ
pm.
Lovejoy Convocation - Art
Museum Art Museum Lobby
3:00400 pm,
Lovejoy Convocation - Art
Museum Schupf Wing 3:00-

8:00 p m

. .

'\ .

G-Love will be p laying in Wadsworth Gy mnasium this Saturday, Oct 12 at 9:00pm.
original sound to Colby. They
bring a refreshing new sound,
which is much needed in a world
that is enveloped by the teeny pop
stars of Tiger Beat and Limp Bizkit
wannabes. G. Love provides layer
upon layer of several differen t
types of their favorite forms of
music.

From hip-hop to folk to even a
little blues/ the music of G. Love
and Special Sauce will surely..be
an experience that will be met
with a lot of anticipation.. These
three musicians are still pretty
young and could be starting a new
wave of music. They are staring at
a bountiful future with -their

music.
G. Love and Special Sauce are
amidst an intense and rigorous
touring schedule iifcFwF _h-rrk.
be thankful that one of their stops
is good old Mayflower Hill.
General admission to this event is
$15 at the door. Advance tickets
can also be purchased at the

_

. PHOTO COURTESY STUDENT ACTIVITIES

Student Center for $10. The show
is scheduled to begin 9 p.irn at the
Wadsvyorth Gym.
-' If you want more information
or if you want to sample some of
their tracks visit~www.g-love.com

Writers
Series
Continues
^QfLth^milL_-^
with novelist Richard Russo

explores the life
of author Gilman
By KATE RUSSO
iA&E EDITOR

-> On Oct. 4, p laywright and actor
Ann Timmons presented a charged
one-woman performance about the
life of turn of the century writer,
Charlotte Perkins Gilman, in "Off tlie
Wall." On a Thursday afternoon at 4
p.m., Strider Theatre had a minimal
audience df "Women in the Arts
Series" enthusiasts. But Timmons rose
to the challenge with hi gh energy and
zeal.
The performance ran about one
hour long, although at some points it
seemed too long, as can any show
[with just one actor. And at other times
it seemed rushed, as she hurried the
I many mood swings of 'Perkins
Gilman.
Charlotte Perkins Gilman is most
i famous for her piece of short fiction ,
i

TIMMONS' STYLE WAS
VERY TRADITIONALLY
OVERDRAMATIC. SHE
EMPHASIZED WITH
THE SPREADING OF
THE ARMS AND
ABRUPT MOVEMENTS.

"Tlie Yellow Wallpaper" in which she
recounts the downfall of a domestic
wife and mother 's sanity. Though a
work of fiction, the story is very similar to the depression Perkins Gilman
faced in her own f irst marriage.
Perkins Gilman'- goal was to further the roles of women and socialism
In American culture; Timmons
focused mainly on Gilman's pursuit
of this these goals ' and how her
depression and anxiety affected her

ability to obtain them at times.
Timmons represented Perkins
Gilman in her older years as she
accounted for the many struggles and
triump hs she had along the way.
Timmons not onl y playedjhe part of
Perkins Gilman; she also played Ihe
roll of the Gilman 's characters as
Gilman had interpreted them. This
affect of sli pping into Gilman's characters is what gave the show its
strength, as it gave the audience a
taste of Gilman 's writing and it was
also a refreshing break from
Timmons' portrayal of Gilman.
Throug hout the performance,
Timmons made it clear that she wanted to represent Perkins Gilman as
though she hnd not yet full y recovered from hot- depression. The character was often sidetrack from one task
to another and one thought to another..Her emotions went fro m livel y apd
ambitious to livel y and fri ghtened in a
matter of seconds. I found ' myself
shifting in my chair wishing she
would just make up her mind about
how she felt.
Timmons' sty le wns very 'traditionall y overdrnmatic. She emphasized
with the spreading of tlie arms and
abrupt movements. In calmer
moments it seemed there wns a lot of
unnecessary, unmotivated pacing
about the singe to keep the audience
focused. As an actor, Timmons wns
ovei-ompensntlng for the lack of other
characters, which was only successful
in her portrayal of the insane housewife from "The Yellow Wallpaper."
But more important than the smaller details of performance wns her message nbout the struggle woman faced
at the turn of the century to make the
female a prominent figure in society,
Ann Timmons studied acting in
both the U.S. nnd London. She has
been Jn ninny off-Broadway productions such ns "Beyond Shadowlnnds"
nnd "The Life and Adventures of
Nicholas Nickerb y," Her television
performances range from "Saturday
Ni ght Live" to "Another World."

By LIZ BOMZE.

ASSISTANT NEWS EDITOR
On Tuesday, Oct. 16, Colby will
welcome the second in a series of
six authors in the Visiting Writers
Series, novelist and former Colby
professor,
Richard
Russo.
DescrirJed~by A. 07 Scott; ' _ f--the
"New York Times Book Review"
as "one of the best novelists
around ," Russo released his fifth
novel , "Empire Falls," last May,
which escalated to the 14th spot
on The New York Times' Bestseller
list.
Perhaps
Russo's
most
acclaimed quality is his knowl-

RUSSO

Wl

RELE A SED HIS

FIFTH NOVEL,
"EMPIRE FALLS,"
LAST MAY , WHICH
ESCALATED TO THE

14TH

SPOT ON THE

T HE NEW Y ORK
TIMES BESTSELLER

LIST.

ed ge nnd eloquent illustration of
the contemporary human experience. Miles Kob y, Russo's central
character nnd hero in "Emp ire
Falls ,"- is a decent, middle-aged
man , stuck on the impasse of
smalhtown, middle American life .
His , thoug hts, aspirations , and
frustrations nro honest and tangible to any render, and nny teenage
girl can rehie to liis daughter,
Tick, and the absurdities of hi gh
school.
Scott's review assures thnt
those who nre familiar with his
other novels — "Mohawk" ,( 1986),
"The
Risk
Pool"
(1988),
"Nobod y 's Fool" (1993), and
"Strai ght , Man " (1997) — will recognize the familinr elements of a

/•

Latino Month Lecture - .
Lovejoy 100 4x04100pm
Russian Table - Camp Dining
Room Dana 600-7:00 pm
Princetoh Review GRE Review
- Lovejoy 303 6:30-10:30 pm
Coffee Social: Mid Maine
Homeless Shelter Benefit Page CommomfRdomrcdtter
Union 7:00-9.00 pm more
Romeo and Juliet 'Romeo
and Jullef' - Runnals Union ¦¦:'"
Strider Theater 7:30 pm
Colby Sounds of Gospel Larimer Rose Chapel 800-9:30
pm
Lovejoy (invocation - Btxler
178 (Given Auditorium) 8O010.00 pm.
John-Alex Mason - Mary Low
Coffeehouse 8:00 pm.
SGA Film 'Bridget Jones' Dior/
- Lovejoy 100 9:30-11:30 pm
10/ 12
International Coffee Hour Mary Low Coffeehouse 4:306:00 p.m.
SGA Film 'Bridget Jones' Ofar/
- Lovejoy 100 7O0-9O0 pm
Romeo and Juliet 'Romeo
and Jullef - Runnals Union
Strider Theater 7:30 pm.
G. Love and Special Sauce Alfond Athletic Center
Wadsworth Gymnasium 900
p.m.-12:00 am
SGA Film 'Bridget Jones' Dkx/
- Lovejoy 100 9:30-11:30 pm

WWW.IP INTCITIilliORY.COM

Russo will be reading in the Robins Room this Tuesday, OctM at 7pin
Russo novel. "A d y ing Northern
industrial town (though in New
Eng land this time , rather than
upstate New York); a bumptious
cast of shnrp-tongued women, sarcastic old-timers and characters
vain , dumb or venal enough to
serve as the bull of everyone else's
jbkes; a tone of affable , chop-busting comed y darkened by minor
chord s of heartbrea k and frustrai,
tion. " ,
Scott added that "Russo's command of his story is unerring, but
his manner is so unassuming that
his mastery is easy to miss. He satisfies every expectation without
lapsing into predictability , and the
laBt section of the book explodes
with surprises that also seem, in

retrospect, like inevitabilities...you
find yourself torn between the
desire to rush , ahead and the
impulse to slow down."
Besides his novels, Russo has
also written screenplays for
movies such as "Twilight,"
"Flamingo Rising, " nnd "Girl in
Hyacinth Blue," and has a book of
short stories debuting within the
year.
Russo was n professor of creative writing at Colb y from 1991
to 1995. Ho now resides in
Camden, Maine w i t h his wife,
Barbara , nnd two daughters,
Emil y, a ..senior at Dickinson
College, and Kate, a sophomore at
Colby.

SGA Film 'Bridget Jones' Dtar/
- Lovejoy 100 7:00-9:00 pm
As You Like It 'As You Uke W
- Runnals Union Strider
Theater 7:30 pm
Jason Spooner - Mary Low
Coffeehouse 6:00 pm.
SGA Film 'Bridget Jones' Diary*
- Lovejoy IOO 9:30-11:30pm
10/ 14
Swing Club Lessons - Attend
Athletic t Center Aerobics
Room 7:00-9.00 pm
10/ 16
visiting Writers Series - Rick
Russo ~ Robins Roberts 7.00-

9.00 p m.

Folk Music Gathering - Maty
Low Coffeehouse 7004:30
pm,
10/ 17
Film Society Movies - Arey
005 7:30-10.00 pm
,
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Colbyettes "Anything But Clothes'*
show is anything but uneventful

By KATE RUSSO

cal acapella do-op, but by the end
of their perforrhance Colby students had become an outlet for the
the
sexual
frustration
of
,. On Saturday, the Colbyettes
was
the
first
example
Kingsmen,
The
held van- invitational featuring
Bates Maniac Optimists, the an upbeat song about a girl who
Columbia Kingsmen and the Tufts told a guy she was. gay so he
Beezlebubs that had the packed would leave her alone. Full of wit
Lorimer Chapel in stitches. The and sarcasr% the song was both
theme was "anything but clothes," funny and at times uncomfortable,
and some performers took it a lit- as lyrics about sex changes had
peop le squirming.
tle more seriously than expected.
The second example was the
kicked
off
the
The Colbyettes
last
song, which in the beginning
e
ria
Mckennitf
s
show with Lore.
had
the audience fooled into
but
beautiful
haunting,
¦
it was about their faith
believing
it
was
by
far
"Mummler's Dance,"
as people were beginin
God.
Just
set
of
their strongest piece in the
and whisper "are
ning
to
lean
over
also
included
four songs. The set
the
Kingsmen sang
they
serious?"
Take
Me
Dixie Chicks' "Cowboy
"O
Lord
I
wanna
get
laid" and the
Away," a growing female acapella
from
there.
song
commenced
classic, in which the 'Ettes invited
The
last
group
to
sing
was the
old leaders Janice Greenwald '01
;
Tufts
Beezlebubs.
The
Beezlebubs
and Yuki Kodera. '01 to join them
After the Colbyettes, the Bates were the strongest group musicalManiac Optimists took the stage. ly; they impressed the audience
By their second song, Phish's with their wide range of musical
"Bouncing 'Round the Room," the skill from a slow love song, in
guys had stripped down to their which they surrounded former
underwear in attempt to keep 'Ette Greenwald and serenaded
with the theme, "anything but her to rapping by Linkin Park. By
clothes." The audience stared in the end of their perf prrnance they
disbelief as the group sang com- received a standing ovation.
fortab ly and enthusiastically if- "" _n all, the Invitational was
¦¦"
then* boxers.
— entertainmg^thougtiT . wasrmore
.
•
; Following Bates "scandalous" like a piece of performance theatre
performance was the much more, than a concert.
so it seemed, traditional Columbia
Kingsmen. They started out .v_$_
some traditional oldies and classi-

A&E EDlfoR—~ ' -[

PHOTO BY BRAD SEYMOUR

Kim Reiss '02, Mary-Kathering Brennan '02 and Lauren Henderson '04 (l-r) sing in outfits made of duct tape, shrink wrap and styrofoam.

Belated CD reviews: Two summer albums worth hearing
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By MICHAEL GREENBERG
STAFF WRITER

As many students plan to escape
the Colby bubble a few weeks from
now for Fall break, I'd like to give
my recommendations of albums to
look at while relaxing and taking
time off from school work. These
recordings are not new - both came
from the summer — but the Echo

hasn't reviewed either record as of
yet.
•
REM's "Reveal," its second
album without a drummer, contains
both classic REM songs as well as
some tunes with a fresh sound — a
combination of Michael Stipe's
lyrics, Mike Mill's bas& and Peter
^
Buck's guitar against a techno—
symphonic backdrop. Coming off . a
series of commercially unsuccessful

records since its last hit, "Monster,"
REM seems to have found itself
again. ;
"Reveal's" songs have the usual
profound REM poetry in choruses
like "Now is greater than the whole
of the past/ is greater, and now she
knows/ she just wants to be somewhere." But more importantly,
Reveal's music alternates between
lush orchestrations and stark,
poignant passages, often with just
guitar and vocals.
"Imitation of Life," probably the
song . sounding most like vintage
REM, uses full choruses, with Stipe
joyfully singing, - "that's sugarcane
that tasted good/ that's cinnamon
that's Hollywood / c'mon, c'mon no
one can see you try." Then, the chorus changes with everything dropping out except for Stipe and a light
bass line, as Stipe sings "this sugarcane, this lemonade/ this hurricane,
I'm not afraid/ c'mon c'mon, no one
cane see me cry." The result: REM's
new songs mix a sense of wonder at
the world with the emptiness of loss
— loss of love, loss of time, and a
loss of memories.
So, if you're among the many
who lamented the loss of Bill Berry's
drumming on REM's albums, you
can return to loving their music.
Unlike "Up," this album successful-
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ly expresses the statement that if s
true — REM has no drummer, but
they're still a good band, one of the
best around.
A very different kind of band,
Radiohead, released a follow—-up
album to "Kid A," entitled
"Amnesiac," early this past summer,
and the record certainly did not
divert from Radiohead's new unique
sound. "Amnesiac" uses the same
sporadic synthesizers and drum
machines combined with guitar,
bass, drums, the trademark high,
wavering vocals of Thom Yorke, as
v . ell as a variety of other instruments. In fact, "Amnesiac" uses
even jnore guitar than on "Kid A,"
which was surprisingly lacking in
that aspect.
Radiohead's two albums complementiteach other, but "Kid A" is a
more dynamic effort. While
"Amnesiac's" songs exhibit all the
wonder of "Kid A" — complex
rhythms and changing meters, beautiful symphonic passages creating a
hollow, yet mysterious atmosphere,
and lyrics that don't try to generate
easily accessible meanings catered to
the pop music audience —
"Amnesiac's" strangest songs aren't
as wonderfully weird as "Kid A's".
However, both records are worthy of a spot in a Radiohead fans col-
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Cotter Union, Colby College
Amissionsrep resentativesf romover 85 institutions

M

DIEGO (UCSD)

1 K/ I " Ohas established itself as a leader in (raining peop le lo compete in the global
arena. Program graduates are emp loyed in media, telecommunications , international
trade, manufacturing technology,financ ialservices, consulting, government and
¦
*••
nonprofit organizations.
The M.P.f.A. and Ph.D. are ' graduate degrees that Focus on
business and policy issues facing the regions of the Pacific Rim
specifically the countries of
Latin America, China, Japan , Korea, and Southeast Asia.

Thursday, September 2.7
10:30 a.m. ¦ - 3:30 p.m.
www. pcfrcecorps.gpv

how the band members feel in the
face of popular attention for producing two records that do anything but
try to be popular, is one of the best
employments of a clarinet and trumpet in a rod; ballad I've ever heard.
So, when you're sitting around on
fall break
doing nothing, take a lis¦
ten! ' ¦' ¦ ¦

INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS AND PACIFIC STUDIES (IR/PS)
Hi^BllMS

Cotter Union

Bear right before heading
towards Hillside. Left at stop
sign. On your left .

lection, and there are even some
moments where "Amnesiac" soars
above "Kid A". The song "Morning
Bell," is on both . albums, and
"Amnesiac's" version shows the
band's ability to take one of their
works and alter it to have an entirely
different shape yet be just as powerfuLand meaningful.
And the album's finale, "Life In A
Glass House," perhaps a response to

i
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'Gho st World - wonderfully original The Jump Into breaks

into another year

the flow, but ended up adding to
the experience.
Thora Birch shifts seamlessly
into the darker more brooding side
of her character and really delivers
an excellent; performance. That
goes, for the rest of the cast as well
with particular notice going to
Steve Buscemi. We are used to seeing him in very unsympathetic
roles, but here he is very endearing
without being too pathetic.
This film is full of bizarre people, so put there-they must be real.
Enid's art teacher Roberta, (Illena
Douglas, "Happy Texas") is one of
them. To give you a taste of what
she is all about, there is a scene in
** i;
which she blows off Enid's amazWWW.IMDB.COM
ing sketches for another student's
r Steve Buscemi and Thora Birch star in "Ghost World, "
tampon-in-a-teacup-Scuip-ti_:e_.The
trick some poor schmuck into dialogue is wickedly funny and
: By KATE CARROLL
*
thinking they are the woman of his. surprisingly , refreshing, if you
il STAFF WRITER
'*dreams who he met at an airport. don't mind being a little offended.
.>
>
'
). . . Ah, at last something refreshing They leave a message on his The writers poke iuo^te^rythlng
•* at the movies.
machine pretending to . be this oiir society holds sacred, but they
As comedy turns drama but woman and then lay in wait for do it really well# ;'
Also, if you dig costume design,
.; retains its edge, "Ghost World" is a him to show up and be disappoint*. film definitely worth checking out. ed. ' ,
Enid's outfits are worth taking a
** The story concerns two girls fresh
Seymour (the poor schmuck, look at — think Edina from
** out of high school determined to played by Steve Buscemi of "Absolutely Fabulous" minus
¦
...* move out and make it on their own. "Fargo" fame) shows up/has a milk twenty years, (and if you've never
.* Enid, (played by Thora Birch, shake, and takes off with the girls heard of "Ab Fab," you better go
* • "Now and Then", "American in hot pursuit, determined to fol- out and rent the series ri ght quick).
' '; Beauty") is the dark uncqnvention- low him and have a few laughs at
Overall, I strongly recorpmend
*? . al one who doesn't want to get a job his expense. After the joke's over, "Ghost World." The end-had me
'»'• and refuses to conform to society's . Rebecca wants to forget about wanting more and being a little
. standards. Her friend Rebecca, Seymour arid move on, but Enid confused , but I am a big fan of .films
; . (Scarlett Johansson, "Just Cause", seems strangely transfixed. She that don't tie everything up into a
¦. "The Horse Whisperer ") is- the goes back the next week and talks neat little package. I am nothing if
¦ blonde perky one who of course to him at a garage sale where he is not honest, and I honestly think
,' works at a coffee shop and has her selling vintage LPs.
people should check this one out. If
'.: heart set on a cute little apartment
I can't say much more, but from you remember I instituted a rating
furnished with stuff that matches.
there Enid and Seymour's relation- system based on how long I sat
. At first, all is well between the ship blossoms and Enid's relation- without looking at my watch, this
two — they hang out, insult class- . ship with Rebecca begins to wither. one comes in at 115 minutes, (the
mates, ; answer random -persofial After the initial hilarious setup, the film is 111 minutes longrin case you
" ads, and of course, stalk people. film takes a more dramatic turn, were wondering).
This is all well and good until they which I thought would screw up
¦• UALITY ''V ISION-C ARE ,
Q
*
*
^
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By KATE RUSSO

The band is excited that their they think- students mi ght be
sound is different form that of interested in checking out.
A&E EDITOR
.- .;
other Colby bands whose reper- www.geocities.com / thejump ittto.
toire is based mostly on "Phish- The site includes bios/ pictures,
The Jump Into, Colby's student like" music. "Everyone has a dif- song lyrics and album informapunk band, has been in the works; ferent type of music," said tion. "All the 'VH1 Behind the
for about two years with founders Pearson. "It makes our playing-—-Music'"" -rifbrfnatioh you could
want," said Valkevich.
Noah Charney '02 and Matt Cost that much better."
Overall the band emphasized
'01, The band played their first
The Jump Into has released one
the-partydediegrtior
perforrriance of the year two album entitled "Live at
-- as the key to their sucband. "It is impora
cess
as
a'Colby
at
weekends ago to a very crowded Room" which they recorded
partytant
to
have
a
designated
time to
Mary Low Coffeehouse.
Concert last year in the AMS
practice,"
said
Pearson.
But
the
Charney explained that the room. The band also recorded
Musician's
Alliance
Practice
Room
band started in London -when he their last concert at the coffeeand Matt started jamming in their house and they plan to record is the worst facilities on campus,
spare_time,__ !hen„tV^y_ggtJb^k_to__Jtheir next few concerts and the band explained. "Its an anteColby they decided to get serious rehearsals. From these recordings room^Th_ _^il-Fi- -irrtKat"^eds
arid join the Musician Alliance they will pick the best tracks and the swimming pool," said Mike.
and form a full band.
compile them into a new CD they It's filled with cockroaches and
_
_
cobwebs, "and the microphone
— ' have, been writing songs have riot yet titled.
¦
'
shocks you every time you touch
this
album
hope
to
have
since I was 15," Charney says.
. They
,
adds NOah. However : they
They
-it,"
October.
Both Noah and Matt were excited out by the end of
agreed
it would be a classic anecalso
hope
to
do
a
demo
recording
about the material and began to
dote
if
they
ever hit it big.
of
some
of
their
best
tracks
to
send
practice regularly and continue
The band's next show will be
writing new material. "We have of to record companies in the
Oct. 13 at 9 p.m. in the AMS Pa,rty
been through six drummers before future.
Room.
At the concert in the coffeeLeif Pearson '04> and Leif is by far
believes
the
group's
Charney
the best. It's kinda like 'Spinal success on campus is largely house, the entire audience just sat
based on their performance. "It is o__heJlQar narid didn't move. The
Tap' really," Charney said.
Mike Valkevich , 03, guitarist So clear we are having such a good band encourages . everyone to
for the band describes their sound time," Charney said. "I play the come out and dance this time.
as "just sold rock, f \o categorical whole time with a dumb grin on
_ ..i*r; ".
tags necessary." The other mem-' my. ace."
"The band also has a website
bers agreed. Charney described it
in more detail, "emotionall y
charged lyrics with straight-forward punk-cord progressions."
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¦¦

__YAN DAVIS, Editor in Chi _f
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KAITLIN McCAFFERTY, News Ed.
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'
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The Colby Echo is a weekly newspaper published by the students of Colby
College on Thursday of each week the College is in session
:'' . . - .
".
/¦'
- ' . ' . - . -L ETTERS •
The Echo encourages letters from its readers, espedally those within the
^ ___n^iaTe--offi^
a current issue or topic at Colby. Letters are due by Sunday at midnight for publication the same week. Letters should be typed and must be signed and include
an address or phone number. The Echo will not, under any- circumstances, print
an unsigned letter.
If possible, please submit letters in Microsoft Word Or text format either on
3.5" disk or via e-mail at echo@colbv.edu. The Echo reserves the right to edit all
submissions.
EDITORIALS
The Editorials are the official opinion of the paper. Opinions expressed in the
individual columns, advertising and features are those of the author, not of the
Echo.
CONTACT U S
For information on publication dates or to contact us about submitting an
article, please call us at (207)872-3349 or x3349 on campus.
For questions about advertisingand business issues, please call (207)8723786, e-mail echoads@colby.edu; or fax (207)872-3555.
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SOAR forum diseusi& racism
after the teitorist attacks
By GAVIN O'BRIEN

was seen as a defense of white privi- the same time. The question was
lege that is now threatened by terror- raised as to who will be fighting this
¦
On Oct. 2, a SOAR discussion enti- \ism. .-' ¦
war, considering,that military enrolltled "United We Stand?" was held in
Many people attending the discus- ment of minorities has been substanthe Pugh Center. Its purpose was to sion have noticed surprising changes tially higher than that of whites.
facilitate a discussion on unity, differToward the end of the discussion, a
ence, and _esponses to the events of
student pointed out that despite the
OTHERS SAW THE
Sept. 11. About twenty students
talk of unification and defending
-attended _he meettng. which-wasTed ~~^
-againstradsm, .hose-at the meeting
^~
"UNIFICATIONSnO F
1__ - .._. ______ ____ _
by Ryan Swank 103.
were
sitting
with members of the
^ VME_ -CA ~AS SUPERThose attending the meeting then
same race or skin color. Several stu. reflected on the terrorist attacks and
dents gave emotional responses to
FICIAL AND BASED
the recent surge of patriotism many
this observation, saying that rriulticul-have been seeing around campus and
ON FEAR RATHER
turalism doesn't mean an even mixing
-elsewhere. Some were concerned that
Or homogenization of cultures. This
THAN A DESIRE TO
-those-displaj _ag-flags-and^patriotic—
.j UsjMS_ ___ __ontjriugd until the end of
messages in response to the terrorist
the meeting, and involved a variety of
RESLOLVE DIFFERattacks Were not conscious of the
viewpoints Concerning the signifiENCES WITHIN THE
meaning behind those symbols and
cance of the racial separation and
were merely following the popular
whether Or not it indicated any barriCOUNTRY
sentiment.
ers to understanding.
Others saw the unification of
Also at the meeting, various activiAmerica as superfidal and based-on among friends following the Sept. ll
ties were planned, iiidu^jn g...onei . .on
fear rather than a desire to resolve dif- attacks. Those who were bnce friendly Monday, Oct. 3 that coinaded'ivith
ferences within the country. Several
and compassionate now shoW hasty
Columbus Day.A video was shown in
students commented on the sharp j udgment, hatred , and prejudi ce the student center and brown ribbons
divisions that are still present in toward Muslims and other groups were distributed "in remembrance' of
America despite the perception that it they deem responsible for the attacks. the complete picture of Columbus,"
¦' ¦" . .
,The media response to the attacks according to Swank.
is one united country.
One person observed that the was also discussed. Some were conSOAR is also planning to follow a
attacks had such an influence on cerned that the media has become number of other clubs at Colby by
Americans because they threatened completely focused on retaliation purchasing a communal bicycle for
the privileged white dass that is nor- against the terrorists, without any
any student to use around campus.
mally protected from violence and a coverage of alternate points of view or
lack of security. The push to retaliate of other significant events occurring at
FEATURES EDITOR

Congressional hopeful speaks at Colby

Democra tic congressional candidate Sean Faircloth sp oke at Colby on Sunday .

By KATTLIN McCAFFERTY
NEWS EDITOR

The Colby democrats sponsored a
lecture by Sean Faircloth on Oct. 7 in
the Pugh Center to about fi fteen students. Faircloth, a democratic candidate, will be vy ing for a congressional spot in the second district of Maine
that John Balducci has g iven up in
antici pation of his run for governor.
Faircloth is a former state senator
t who will be running for congress
next fall. He hopes tp get students at
Colby involved in his campai gn. "I
think it is r very important for young
people to be involved in politics, they
need to be involved in politics," he
said.
There are onl y four open seats in

•

the northeast, meaning that they
could go to either the Democratic or
Republican p__rtyriomriee. "One _ c.ee
can determine who the house speaker is," said Faircloth .
"Waterville is in a pivota l position
because it is adj acent to the second
district (where he is running)," said
Faircloth.
"I support what military action
has been taken abroad. I agree with
the actions and feel that they are
worthwhile. I think it is important for
us not to do what Mr. bin Laden
wants us , to do. He wants indiscriminate killing so that he will have a
whole new group of radicals. Our targeted approach is distinctl y different
from that," said Faircloth .
Faircloth encourages students and

others to speak out against what they
feel is wrong. "Get out and speak out
and _ randTlpT"DiS"
cus- -nd~continue
to discuss how you feel the situation

should be handled," said Faircloth .
"That is what distinguish es us from
other countries. If we didn't than that

she is twenty-one and they will find
another sixteen year old to take her
place," said Faircloth.
Faircloth has a cIear,voting record .
He has consistently voted in favor of
women's ri ghts, the environment,
and for small businesses. He has
worked towards equal ri ghts for people of all sexual orientations.
Faircloth has.worked- on behalf of
Civil Rights also.
One majo r concern of today 's
economy for Faircloth is that the gap
between the wealthy and the poor
continues to expand. "Since the
Reagan administration, the big businesses have been controlling the
economy. I want to see that changed.
If you look at Teddy Roosevelt's
speeches, a Republican, he was more
_^inti-trust than many elected officials
[ are today," he said. Faircloth would
attempt to work towards a more prosmall business economy or what he
calls economic justice. .
Faircloth is the only candidate
running who is a native of the area,
so he feels that that gives him an
advantage. "We're running a grassroots campaign," he said. "That is
why students at Colby can help."
Faircloth is interested in having students be in charge of certain areas for
campaigning purposes.
"I was first involved in politics
WWW.SEANFAIRCLOTH.COM
' ;
!
when I was very young. I see many
people who are sixty and seventy
would be an ironic victory for Mr., bin
yvho are concerned that the
Laden,"
ATiother-problem'-that-Faircloth jPemQcrat_JParty^is._Jn_by_old.er_peo-:
pie. I use students and young people
has with domestic policy is the tax
in my campaign more than others do
cut that Bush imp lemented. "Every
look
at
it,
way you
it is wrong. The arid I think that is one of the reasons I
wealthiest people got the most win," said Faircloth.
"We need more trust in politics.
money back . I am for the small busiThe only way to have that is to be
nesses and economic justice. "
A big issue at Colby in the past who you are consistently," said
year lias been the FTAA. Faircloth is Faircloth. He sees himself as being
in favor of fair trade, but believes the that consistent type of candidate that
United States is not engaging in free people are looking for.
For more information on the
trade at the moment.
Colb y Democrats contact Jay Trainor.
"It is not free trade if there is a girl
For more information on Sean
in Honduras working while a man
Faircloth, go to www.seanfaircloth.com
with a gun is patrolling her station
and will not let her have bath room
breaks. It is not free trade that that
girl will have emp hysema b y the time

LOVEJOY: Kentucky publi shers awarded journalism p r i z etonight

NEWS BRIEFS
Green Buildings
Rick Renner of Van Dam &
Renner Architects, will be
speaking on green architecture
and design as part of the senior
Environmental Studies seminar. The lecture is' Tuesday Oct.
16, at 7 p.m., room to be
announced. Renner 's firm has
completed a number of buildings which could be considered
''green" designs. These include
the renovation of the Porteous
Department Store in Portland
into new facilities for the Maine
College of Art; the new Maine
Audubon
Environmental
Education Center (with Cyol
A. Wilson Architects); offices
for the Natural Resources
Council of Maine; and the
recently completed Marine
Science Center at University of
New England.
Graduate School Fair
A Graduate and Professional
School Fair will be held on
Wednesday, Oct. 17. The event
will be from 11:30 a.m. to 2 p.m.
in the Page Commons Room.
Admissions representatives
from more than 85 graduate
schools will be on hand to distribute literature, answer question, and provide information
to individuals considering continuing
their
education.
Institutions from all over the
country are scheduled to participate and they vary in size arid
program specialties. Programs
of! study, represented will
include arts and sciences, business, education, medicine,
social services, international
relations, environmental studies and law, with 35 law schools
planning to send representatives. AmeriCorps*VISTA also
will have a representative at the
fail-

Fair Trade Coffee
"What 's
with
Wrong
Sustainable and Fair Trade
Coffee?' Assistant Professor of
Sociology John Talbot is fresh
from his sabbatical researching
fair trade issues, and will give a
critical overview of the current
status of sustainable and fair
trade coffee in the United
States. This lecture is part of the
Environmental ~
Studies
Lunchtime Colloquia. It will
take place on Wednesday, Oct.
17 at 12 p.m. in the Foss Private
Dining Room.
Honduran Activist
On Thursday, Oct. 18, Elvia
Alvarado, an activist and coffee
grower from Honduras, will
present itKe lecture-"Not-Just a
Cup of Coffee, But a Just Cup of
Coffee". The 4 p.m. reception
and lecture will be in the Pugh
Center of
Cotter Union.
Alvarado, a Fair Trade certified
coffee grower, will address the
inequaliti es within ihe coffee
industry and their effects on
peasant farmers in Central
America. There will be a reception before the talk with samp les of Fair Trade coff ee available. The Fair Trade Certified
label
assures that
coffee
importers pay a fair price to
farmers and work with democraticall y organized cooperatives.

continued f rom p age.1

trees and anything else thnt got in
the way so as to get at coal inexpensively. . The results of widespread
stri p mining were disastrous for
both homeowners and the environment, and the Mountain fiag le
became one of the firs t papers in the
country to report on the clangors of
it.
One of the most appalling aspects
of strip mining was that land rights
* were .sold for as little as 50 cents an
acre. Once sold, anything on the
land could be bulldozed — including private homes nnd cemeteries,
"It was ' open warfare between
homeowners and the coal companies," Mr. Gish said. "Caskets were
bulldozed, God knows how many
jhomes were destroyed. We developed a pattern of writing and reporting when homes were bulldozed.
People would look out thei r window
and see the bulldozer' coming up on
them. They 'd call the Mountain
Eagle and demand we come out arid
take pictures of it." ,
f
Needless to say, "this was not
something the coal industry appreci-

ated. They did everything they
could to put us out of business,
including try ing to kill us." On several occasions, cars would chase
them down open roads at ni ght, trying to run them over. The threats culminated in the 1974 firebombing that
destroyed their office.
Tho case was one of the few incidents of press arson that resulted in
an arrest and trial . It turned out that
the attack was organized by a local
policeman who not onl y had ties to
the coal industry, but was upset at
the Mountain Eagle's reporting on
police brutality that left three
teenagers dead. The policeman hired
five young men, some of whom
worked for the paper, to set the
office on fire.
Tlie officer was convicted and
given n one-year sentence, which
was immediatel y commuted. "He
didn 't serve one ni ght In prison,"
Mrs, Gish said, "Me had to leave the
county for a year, but he's still here
selling used cars."
The paper bounced back after the
attack , not missing ,n single issue,

although some of them had to written on a typewriter. The Mountain
Eagle's masthead motto is "It
Screams." Immediatel y following
the attack, it was changed to read "It
Still Screams."
In addition to the coal industry,
the paper has taken on a wide variety of topics. The issue of police brutality came about when officers
began harassing teenagers hanging
out nt a bridge In town. Spending
time on the bridge fishing wns "as
harmless a thing as kids could do,"
Mr. Gish said, "but they ended up
j ailing people for it and three kids
were shot." The Mountain Eagle's
interviews with teenagers about the
issue "caused a good amount of
throughout
unhapp iness
law
enforcement," and contributed to
the firebombing.
Another subject they addressed
was the extremely high illiteracy in
eastern Kentucky, "We've probably
written more nbout schools than
about any other issue," Mr, Gish
said. According to one stud y, 40 percent of adults in the area are func-

tionall y illiterate and dropout rates
remain hi gh. "Twenty or forty years
from now, we'll still be writing stories about the high illiteracy ra te,
because that' s a consequence of high
school dropouts," he added .
When a major news story concern s the area, the Mountain Eagle
office becomes a pret .1* center for the
national media, a function it served
during Lyndon Johnson 's War on
Pover ty and a 1976 mining disaster
that killed 27 peop le.
For tlie most part, the issues the
Mountain Eagle has covered haven't
changed much over the years. "It
feels like we keep play ing the same
record over and over," Mr. Gish said.
"Th e coal industry doesn't change
that much . The economy doesn't
change that much."
Still, "it's hard to think about one
aspect of public life (hat we haven't
written on," Mr. Gish snid. "That's
what we do," his wife added,
The Lovejoy Award is the latest in
a long line of awards the couple has
received. The letter from Colby
infqrming (hem that tliey had won

remained in their mailbox for several days because "it looked like junk
mail," Mr. (_Ish said. The same day
they actuall y opened it , President
William D. Adams called to ask why
they hadn 't responded yet.
"We're very excited about it and
excited about the tri p," Mrs. Gish
said.
The Lovejoy Award has been presented each year since 1952 to honor
important contributions to journalism. It is named for Elijah Parish
Lovej oy, who graduated from Colby
in 1826 and opera ted an abolitionist
newspaper in Illinois until he was
murdered by a pro-slavery mob in
1837, He is hailed as the first martyr
to freedom of the press.
"In a search for journalists who
exemplif y the Lovejoy tradition of
fearlessness and commitment to
telling painful truths, there may be
no better candidates than Tom and
Pat Gish," said Rebecca Corbett 74,
assistant managing editor of the
Baltimore Sun and a member of
Lovejoy
Selection
Colby 's
Committee.
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Women's soccer falls to Trinity and Williams
By CHRISTINA DOTCHIN

tough loss against Trinity to play
undefeated Williams College on
Sunday 1 p.m. Colby came out fighting, and their efforts paid off as forward O'Donnell scored the first g;oal
of the game and sixth of the season
for the Mules.
"It was a great effort," said
O'Donnell. "The way we regrouped
and played so well against one of the
best teams in the league was a great
thing to watch."
The weather was a strong factorand after playing a hard game on
Thursday and Saturday, the Mules
could not ° hold onto the one goal
lead • ¦ ' . ' ."
"The wind played a huge role in
who won the" game," . said
Gremelspacher. "If we had""the^ wini- "
going with Us we dominated . that
half, When we ^switched sides
between halves they ended up keeping possession of the ball,"
Until the second half the Mules
kept Williams out of their defensive
end. Unfortunately, a penalty kick
was called against Colby for tripping
frorn behind and Williams capitalized on that as they scored to bring
the game into overtime.
"We p layed excellent this game,"
said Mancuso. "We shook of the
Trinity loss, came out strong, but we
just didn't get the win."
Both teams played ninety minutes of solid soccer, and ended up
going into double overtime until
Williams found the back of the net in
the second overtime to win the
game, 2-1. . . .
"We definitely p layed our hearts
out against Williams. We were
exhausted after going into double
overtime, but we need to keep our
heads up because we did not lose
this game because of lack of effort or
heart," said backer Stephanie Hicks
¦
'03. .
' . . '. '
Injuries were a key problem for

STAFF.WRITER

The Colby women's soccer team
had a tiring week with a non-conference game on Thursday against St.
Joseph's, and back to back NESCAC
games with Trinity and Williams
over the weekend.
Thursday's game went very well
as the Lady Mules pounded St.
Joseph's to get a big win, 8-0, but the
team lost both weekend games.
Everyone saw action for the Lady
Mules against St. Joseph's gaining
some excellent experience. Seven
players scored- for the Mules with
_-__ ristine_CyDo__i^
and Emily Dattwyler '03, Katie Egan
'02, Kathryn Liggio '03, Stephanie
Hicks '03, Amanda Walsh '05 and
Katie Austgen '05 each netting single
goals: for the Lady Mules. Goalie
Elizabeth Riley '05 got her first
career shutout and secorjd win of the
year for the Mules. ¦
"We wanted to use this game as
preparation for our weekend," said
Captain Michelle Mancuso '02, "We
did this successfully and played a
great game."
• With injuries on the team increasing it made a long weekend for the
Mules. On Saturday, the Mules started off their weekend by traveling to
trinity College for an 11 a.m. game.
The White Mules started off strong
as Captairi Elizabeth Rice '02 scored
the first goal of the game. However,
Trinity capitalized on a few mistakes
the Mules had made as they came
back scoring two goals to secure
them the game with a score of 2-1.
"A couple of errors is what cost
us the game," said forward Lauren
Gremelspacher '03. "We j ust needed
to play Colby soccer and that didn't
happen."
The Lady Mules rallied after their
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the Lad y Mules all weekend.
Starting midfielders Julie Brown '03
and Egan both came up with
injuries, Brown hurting her ankle
and Egan suffering a head laceration.
Also Colby 's mainstay in net,

Abby Kussell '02, suffered a concus- reserves stepped in and played hard .
sion after being kicked in the head
The Lad y Mules will be bad;
¦
against Williams and had to leave . ¦' ¦¦.•home again this week ori
the game. In addition/ defender Wednesday challenging
Bate:> ":
Mancuso hurt her neck and with- College at 4 p.m. on their home field .
drew from the game. Although the Then it is another big weekend awaj'
Mules -were shorthanded the as Colby travels to Middlebury
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Earn Sl/ OOO-S^OOO this semester with the easy
Campusfundraiser.com three hour fundraising event. Does
not involve credit card applications. Fundraising dates are
filling quickly, so call today! Contact Campusfundraiser.com ,
at (888) 923-3238, or visit www.campusfundraiser.com
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Both harriers had exceptional weekends at
— The State of Maine Meet. MacDonald earned
, j
,
all state honors with her fifth place finish in
the women's divison. Reinauer also earned all
state honors with a seventh place finish for the
men. Each look to qualif y for nationals at The
,, .
New England Meet in Boston this weekend.
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Katie MacDonald '02 ¦; %
and Eric Reinauer 704
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DEVASTATORS
OF THE WEEK
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College on Saturday to play a 12
p.m. match. The Lad y Mules now
stand at 5-3-1 and each game is of
immense importance as Colby will~*
try to qualify for the NESCAC tour- '
nament.

r

By MIKE SHEA
\

¦ ' ¦ ¦>
' .. .#

Men 's soccer f alls
in weekend battles
down inside the eighteen-yard box.
He
would capitalize on the ensuing
STAFF¦ WRITER
¦
¦
¦
-. i
penalty kick to even the score at
The Mules j came up short in an one. From here on out, the p lay was
important NESCAC weekend, los- reasonably even, with both teams
ing games to Trinity and Williams. possessing the ball in the midfield
The team continues to be plagued and trying to make runs at goal.
Late in the second half, a" ball
by injuries and an overall lack of
offensive powe_ e _^by_naw-_it--_± was crossed from the right side of
1-5 in the NESCAC with three regu- the field. The ensuing shot escaped
lar season leagpe games remaining. the grasp of Danzinger and was
Colby did secure a win over deflected into the net. Trinity, now
University of Maine, Farmington on up 2-1, would sustain the lead and
Tuesday, Oct. 2 in a _ -0 -victory. finish with the victory .
—Going—into Sunday 's match
Against Maine, the Mules conagainst
the undefeated Williams
trolled much of the play and. domiEphs,
Colby
was injured and worn
nated, possessing the ball well in
tire
d
from
a
spirite
d match the day
the offensive third and turning
By
before
.
the
end
of the weekend,
away all of Maine's long-ball
the
Mules
had
thirteen
of twenty
attempts.
layers
health
y.
p
Saturday, against Trinity, the
Williams' reputation preceded
team p layed what Coach Mark
them
as they quickl y scored three
Serdjenian called the "most emotional game of.the season to date." goals in the first half. Colb y played
Colby dominated much of the first hard , trying to put together a string
half. The offense put forth several of runs on goal and challenge the
good chances, all of which vyere E p hs, but they would come up
turned away by the Trinity keeper. short. The second half went scoreThe half would end with the score less and the game would end at 3-0.
"We're going to move on and put
still 0-f).
The Mules saw much of the same our best foot forward ," said Coach
at the onset of the second half , dom- Serdjenian , emp hasizing the need
inating the play th rough the mid- for another win in the NESCAC in
field and into |the offensive end . this weekend's game against
However, the game got progressive- Middlebury. First the Mules will
ly more physical. Trinity's sweeper face St. Joseph's in hopes of a
would come up for a set play and rebounding win to give the team
head a corner kick past a crowded some momentum going into
Middlebury. "The game will be
And y Danzinger '03,
NESCAC
battle,"
Shortly after, Colby would another
return fire as Jamie Yurek '03 would Serdjenian said.
make a rub at goal and be pulled

BRADSEYMOUR/GOLBY .ECHO ' "

Kathy rn Liggio '03 loosens up before the Lady Mules game against Saint Joesph 's on Thursday
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Football stunned by Cardinals, loses in last minute
By MIKE MELOSKI

~

SPORTS EDITOR

The last two times the Colby
White Mule's football team traveled
toj Wesleyan the game was dedded
in the last minute. 2001 would be no
different, as the Mules were upset
when Wesleyan scored a touchdown
with only.:39 seconds left to take the
lead and win the game 27-23.
The game began inauspiciously
for the Mules as their first drive
failed and on the ensuing punt, the
snap was mishandled and Wesleyan
got the ball on the Mules 23-yard
line. From there the Cardinals
offense managed to capitalize on the
Mules mistake and score a touchdown. The extra point was missed
giving the Cardinals a 6-0 lead.
The Mules would answer back
later in the first quarter putting
together a drive of their own capped
off by a 1 yard touchdown from Joe
Murray '02. A Keith Jonassen '02
extra point put the Mules ahead 7-6.
The Mules seemed to gain steam

as the first half rolled on, both preventing the Wesleyan offense from
putting any more points on the
board and their offense moving the
ball well. The , Mules scored their
second touchdown on 19-yard run
from Aaron Stepka. '05. The . extra
point was blocked 'and the. Mules
now led 13-6.
The Mules would threaten, again
late in the half.. Quarterback Pat
Conley '03 looked to throw a beautiful touchdown pass to wide receiver
Jason Cunnane '03, but the play was
called back on an atrocious holding
call against , the Mules. The Mules
were then unable to put any more
points on the board . Although they
dominated play, the Mules took
only a six point lead into half, 13-7.
The third quarter was a different
story for the Mules. Wesleyan made
some half-time adjustments and
managed to come out and put the
Mules on their heels. The Colby
offense became stagnant and was
unable to put any points on the
board . The Mules defense had trou-

ble adj usting and gave up two
touchdowns to the Cardinals. The
score at the end of the third was 2013 Wesleyan with the seven point
lead.
.;
The Mules look to regain their
first half form in the fourth quarter.
They first put together a solid drive
ending in a field goal from Jonassen,

putting the Mules within four at 20¦¦¦ ¦
16.
?: " '
The defense also looked to regain
its form stymieing the Wesleyan
offense giving the Mules a chance to

take the lead. The Mules offense
gained control of the ball and put
together an impressive 10 play, 70yard drive that was capped by a
one-yard quarterback sneak- from
Coniey. The extra point put the
Mules up 23 _0 with a 4:05 remaining in the contest.
Wesleyan got the ball back but
was forced to punt and hope their
defense could hold the Mules
offense. The Mules looked impressive on the first few plays, with the
offense line for the second week in a
row, physically dominating the
Wesleyan defensive front. However,
an interesting play call on third and
three stalled the Mules drive and
made them punt to the Cardinals.
The Cardinals then drove 85
yards with less than two minutes
left and Brennari Carney hit George
Thompson on a 33-yard touchdown
pass with :39 seconds left. The extra
point gave Wesleyan the 27-23 lead.
A few last ditch Hail Mary attempts
fell short and the Mules lost a game
they should have won.

The Mules were led by a solid
ground attack from Murray and
Stepka. Murray had 63 yards on 17
carries and Stepka added 61 yards
on 13 carries. Danny Noyes '02 was
again phenomenal for the Mules,
'catching 10 passes for 155 yards.
Conley was 15-36 for 196 yards and
also ran for 35 yards on eight carries.
The Mules would have a total of 361
yards of total offense.
On defense the Mules were led
by Co-captain Pat Fahey '02 who
had two interceptions and Dan
Greenfield 02, who recorded a sack
for the second strai ght game.
Coach Tom Austin was obviously
disappointed with the outcome but
said his team played_ve.ll at times.
"We play well in spurts; we have to
improve our consistency and p lay
efficient for 60 minutes," said
Austin.
Austin knew the game would be
close and said although you can not
blame the referees they were clearly
some suspect calls that went
Wesleyan's way. Observers point to

the holding call in the first half and
a. non-call late in the game on
Wesleyan's last drive as well as two
Blown calls that had a direct impact #
on the game's final outcome.
;
The Mules host Amherst next
weekend. The game was circled at
the beginning of the season as one of
the best in NESCAC. Amherst
comes in 3-0 with one of* the best
defenses in the NESCAC while .
Colby sits at a surprising 1-2.
"We have to be at our best to beaf
them, we play 60 minutes of efficient football we can win," Austin
said. "The game is at home and that
gives us an advantage, we know we ,
can shut people down on defense,
and move the ball on offense,, the
key is doing it the whole game and
concentrating on coming out strongi
in the third quarter."
The Mules host the Amherst
Lord Jeffs Saturday at 1:30 p.m.
Look for Colby to play at their, highest level as this game is do or die in
their season.

Field hockey has strong week , takes two of three
By MIKE MELOSKI
SPORTS EDITOR

Colby field hockey has had a
busy schedule these past few weeks
playing six games in a two-week
stretch, four of the games being
away from Colby. This week the
Lady Mules came out with two solid
wins and a tough loss. The team
handled Gordon and got an important road win against Williams. Then
they were on the losing end of a hard
fought battle at Trinity.
On Wednesday, the Lad y Mules
had a relatively easy time dispatching of Gordon College. Colby
jumped out hard on the Fighting
Scots scoring early and often. In the
first ten minutes Becca Bruce '02
opened the scoring for the Lad y
Mules on an assist from Sarah
Browne '02. Less than five minutes
later Wendy Bonner '05 added the
second goal on a pass from Bruce.
Just before the half Colby was
able to find the net again. This time
midfielder Meredith Millen '03
scored her first goal of the season on
a pass from Kara Hubbard '02. The
Mules dominated the first half , as
Gordon only had one shot on goal,
and Colby took a 3-0 lead into halftime.
The second half started rather
slugg ishl y for the Lad y Mules.
Gordon controlled play and put
pressure on the Lady Mules. After
about five minutes coach Brenda
Beckwith called a time-out and
administered a stern tongue lashing.
After the time-out Colby woke up
and started to play with the resolve
of the first stanza.
The Lad y Mules prevented the
Scots from finding the net and
goalies Carrie Torrisi '02 and Maura
Myers '04 combined for two saves
and the win, Except for the opening
minutes of the second half the Lad y
Mules dominated Gordon and it was

good preparation for the tough
weekend ahead.
Colby traveled to Hartford,
Connecticut to play Trinity on
Saturday. The Mules played
extremely hard but fell 3-2 to the
Bantams. The first half was played to
a standstill, as the score was 2r2.
Trinity got on the board first/ Colby
evened the score when Bonner
scored an unassisted goal in the 25th
minute of play. The Bantams would
come back and take the lead again
only a few minutes later. Right
before the half Marcia Ingraham '02
scored on a penalty stroke to even
the game at two.
Trinity came out ferocious in the
second half. Colby found themselves
in their own end for the maj ority of
the second half. Trinity was in
Colby 's half of the field for almost 30
minutes of the 35 in the half. The
Bantams finally capitalized with a
little over 10 minutes left and buried
a shot in the back of the Colby net to
take a 3-2 lead and hold off the Lad y
Mules for the win.
Ingraham said, "we p layed hard
but we just played defense for too
long and didn't create enough
opportunities offensively."
On Sunday the Lad y Mules traveled to play at Williams. This would
be an immensely important game for
Colby, as playing tired and on tye
road they picked up their first road
win of the season, 2-1.
For a majori ty of the first half the
game was played in the midfield.
The Lad y Mules gained a slight
advantage and were able to find the
net when Bruce hit Bonner in the
25th minute to take a 1-0 lead. The
rest of the half was a stalemate, with
each team try ing to control the ball
and put some offensive pressure on
the other.
The Ephs came out much more
intense in the second half and , similar to the Trinity game, made the

BRAD SEYMOUR/COLBY ECHO

Forward Adrienne LeClair '05 f ights f o r the ball with a Gordon College defender as Amanda Robinson '04 looks on.
Lad y Mules play defense for the
majo rity of the half. Williams kept
chi pp ing away at the Mules defense
and were finall y able to get one past
Torrisi with ten minutes left to even
the score at one.
The Mules would now app l y

some pressure to the E p hs defense
and a short time later midfielder
Injoo Han '04 would sli p a shot
through several members of each
team to give Colby a 2-1 lead and the
victory. It was a great goal for Han as
her sister plays for Williams and she

now has bragg ing ri ghts in the famii yIngraham said , "this win was
very important to our team, we have
had some trouble on the road and it
was good to pick up a win against a
conference opponent on the road."

The Lad y Mules are now 7-3,
with a 7-2 NESCAC record, and
travel to Vermont to play league
power Middelbury on Saturday at 11
a.m.

Men 's and women 's X-C both finish second at States
By MIKE MELOSKI
STAFF WRITI 'R

On Saturday, the best runners
in the state of Maine traveled to
Bowdoin to partici pate in the State
of Maine Meet, Both Colb y teams,
men and women , saw success at
the meet with each team finishing
in second place with some outstanding
individual
performances.

On the men's side, the team finished with a score of 52, topped
onl y by champ ion Bowdoin, but
coming out ahead of Bates and the
rest of the field.
The top performer for the men
was Eric Reinauer '04, who earned
all-state honors with his seventh
p lace finish. The next four top performers for the Mules were Nat
Brown '04, who finished fourth ,
Chris Cogbill '02, who finished

11 th , Rich Downing '05, who finished 12th, and Justin Sukionnik
'03, who finished 13th. Overall it
was a good performance for the
Mule harriers undor tough conditions with the wind and rain on
Saturday .
The women saw similar success
on Saturday. They also finished
second, like their male counterparts, beaten only b y Bowdoin.
The top five finishers for the Lad y

Men's soccer faces off with Trinity.

Mules were all in the top 15. The
women also had a harrier earn all
with
Katie
state
honors
MacDonald '02 finishing fifth.
The next four finishers for the
Lad y Mules were Mary Phel ps '04,
who finished n inth , Karina
Johnson '05, who finished 12th,
Wendy Sicard '05, who finished
14th, and Anna Crislin Sisson '04,
'(
who finished 15th.
Sarah Getchell '04 who is usual-

Cross Country Runners Katie MacDonald '02
and Eric Reinauer '04 are this weeks Devastators of
the week.

i

l y a top runner for the Lad y Mules
suffered an ankle sprain shortl y
into the race but showed great
intestinal fortitude b y finishing
the race and placing 17th.
The women foug ht many of the
same conditions the men did with
the weather, and performed well
at one of their most important
meets. They also received some
good performances fro m underclassmen and are a young team

Women's soccer loses a pair of
tough games

'
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that can build on these finishes.
The mon 's team next competes*
again this Friday at the New
Eng land Meet at Frtinklin Park in
Boston. The women will also be at
Franklin Park for the New
Eng land Meet this Friday. Both
teams look to have harriers qualif y for nationals and finish in the
¦top ton as teams.
<*
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